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CHAPTER I 

.INTRODUCTION 

A great number of books and magazine articles have been 

written on the general theme "How to Teach Science". But in 

spite of all the literature that has been written, the prob¬ 

lem of how to teach science most effectively isstill a major 

problem in educational circles. As time goes on, this problem 

grows more and more important because science is becoming' more 

and more a fundamental part of secondary education. ^ Now that 

almost all colleges demand that entering students have studied 

some science, now that school committees are making more and 

2 
more provision for science courses, now that we live in an 

age that is becoming more and more scientific, it is no wonder 

that science teachers are greatly concerned with the rroblem 

"How shall I teach Science?". 

(1) Aims in teaching science-Before a science teacher 

can attempt to answer this question, he must be able to recog¬ 

nize effective teaching, the factors contributing toward it, 

and the objectives it must attain. Now, each and every sci¬ 

ence course he,s some particular aims or objectives, but most 

of the sciences that are taught in high schools—General Science, 

Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Astronomy, Health--have several 

17 Obourn, Ellsworth 3., "The Use of the Text Book in the 
Effective Learning of General Science". School Science; 
and Hathematics, XXXV, (March 1935), up 2&5-291. 

2. Webb, Charles S., "The Teaching of Advanced Science Using 

the Demonstration Method". School Science and athematics. 
XXXVIII, (January 1938), p.27 

1. 



2. 
common objectives. These, as summarized by Frank , are* 

1. To impart a certain amount of factual knowledge 
which can be used as tools in life. 

^develop more highly specialized powers habits 
skills, and abilities. 

3. To discover pupils with exceptional ability in 
the technical fields and prepare them for special¬ 
ization. 

4. To develop desirable ideals, attitudes, tastes and 
disciplines, which each of the sciences makes 
possible. 

5. To rationalize the scientific attitude, produce a 
confidence in science, and a desire to go forward. 

6. To prepare some pupils for the semi-skilled occu¬ 
pations. 

7. To develop the ability to think in terms of the 
materials and operations of science. 

8. To carry the pupil’s interest to the point of 
intellectual independence. 

It is assumed that effective teaching is that which best attains 
these aims of science courses. 

(2) Aims and subject matter—The great amount of factual 

material involved in science courses makes the science teachers’ 

job a difficult one. Other than eliminate some out-of-date 

material, there is little that can be done to decrease the 

amount of subject matter because everything in the aims of sci¬ 

ence teaching--from appreciations to understandinsr of princi- 

ples--is dependent on a knowledge of facts. Investigators in 

the field of Science Education seem to have realized this and 

have devoted their efforts chiefly to teaching methods. 

(3) Aims and their realization--The great quantity of 

literature and experimentation in science education is also a 

good indication of the dissatisfaction of many teachers in re¬ 

alizing the aims of their courses. A careful analysis of the 

Yl Frank, J. C.. How to Teach Science, Philadelphia, ?. Blaki- 
3ton’s Son and Co•, (1926) pp• 42-43. 
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situation shows that if the aims of science courses are 

not being realized, three--or any one of three-faotors might 

be at fault: 

1. the teacher, 
2. the pupils, 
3. the method of teaching. 

A great deal of the success of any course depends on the qual¬ 

ity and qualifications of both the teacher and the pupils of 

that course. But it is not the purpose of this study to dis¬ 

cuss these particular phases of the educational problem; and 

therefore let it stand granted that the teachers and pupils-- 

with their individual differences--are of primary importance, 

and that their capability might well serve as the subject of 

close investigation. 

(4) Methods in general--The method that a teacher uses 
/ 

to present material to his class is also of great importance. 

It must be remembered that in his teaching, a teacher must 

constantly keep in mind the objectives of his course. Tn order 

to accomplish these aims, the teacher must, consciously or un¬ 

consciously, employ some method or methods. A glance at a 

partial list of methods that have been suggested and experi¬ 

mented with shows that the problem is, indeed, complicated. 

There are many books, theses, and periodical articles describing: 

1. Individual Instruction, 
2. Text-book Methods, 
3. Lecture Methods, 
4. Laboratory Methods, 
5. the Lecture-demonstration Method, 
6. the Project Method, 
7. Socialized procedures, 
8. Visual Methods, . 
9. and more, le3S famous progressive methods. 
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And 30 the teaoher is confronted with the problem "tthich 

of the many available methods shall I use?”. The method 

ohosen must be one which takes into consideration the pupils* 

abilities, their interests, and their needs. Many teachers 

have turned to and are using the lecture-demonstration method; 

for by this method they feel that they are obtaining as (rood 

results as they possibly can. Another reason for the great 

use of this method is that many teachers have little faith in 

more progressive methods and think that the amount and thorough¬ 

ness of the work accomplished is reduced if the class activity 

centers around the punil and not the teacher. 

(5) weaknesses in present methods—As has already been 

indicated, a great amount of work has been done in the study of 

methods of teaching science. But in suite of all the experi¬ 

mentation that has been done, the cure-all of educational ills_ 

as far as method is concerned--does not seem to have been found. 

Almost any science teacher ?/ill admit that: 

1. his pupils are not learning and retaining as much 
factual material as they might, 

2. he has difficulty in setting a suitable pace for 
the class, 

3. he has difficulty in keeping the lasting interest 
of the class, and 

4. his pupils look upon the study of science as a lot 
of hard work. 

A careful analysis of these difficulties brings to light one 

cause which perhaps is the keynote of the whole problem—the 

methods being used are not adeouately handling the large amount 

of factual material that must be learned. 

(6) The method U3ed in this experiment—An examination 

of the literature that has been written shows that, even though 
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the lecture-demonstration method is preferable to other 
* * 

methods for certain purposes, in general, these other methods 

have their good Points too; and since the nroblems of science 

teaching exist in any o^ the methods, reason indicates that 

no one should be favored above another. The ouestion then 

arises, "why not make a method to order, a method which is a 

combination of some of the best ideas in all of the others, and 

thereby eliminate some of the teaching difficulties?". The "ex¬ 

perimental" method of this study is such a method. Basically, 

it is constructed (1) to allow pupils a great amount of freedom 

in their work, and (2) to make science appeal to the interest 

of the oupil. Upon sustained interest depend the other elements 

of success. A child that is interested in a subject will cer¬ 

tainly do better 7/ork and learn more than if he were not inter¬ 

ested in it. This strikes directly at the desired end--the 

bringing out of the best work that a pu^il can do. Educational 

psychologists maintain that learning i3 intimately bound up with 

interest, seeing, doing, success in doing, comuetition, desire 
4a 

to be important, and reward. And it was with careful cor.sid- 
4 

eration of these principles that the "experimental" method 

was developed. The method is one that by nc means limits or 

inhibits the work of any pupil; it rather encourages as much as 

4^ See Chapter IIJ, The Experimental Method 

4a. Struck, Theodore, Creative Teaching, New vCrk, John Wiley 
& Son3, (1935), pp. 152-153." 

P.uch, Ployd L., Psychology and Life, Chicago, Scott, voresman 
& Company, (1937), pp. 524-596. 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL REVIEW 

A review of tie literature that has been written con¬ 

cerning method in science education produces very few previous 

works on freedom methods. However, much has been written con¬ 

cerning the various methods that serve as a basis of the ”ex- 

perimental" method. In 1935, Barnard1 made a review of the 

learning studies in science. Another review of the literature 

concerning science method was published by Duel2 in 1937; and 

still another review of the same field was published by Noll 

in 1939* These studies are classified and summarized in the 

following sections* 

(1) Laboratory and lecture methods—One of the earliest 

studies published was that of Allen , who carried out an experi¬ 

ment to determine whether an "informal problem" method was more 

effective in assimilative learning than the "text-book" method. 

Allen defined the "informal problem" method a9 a method in which 

most attention is focused on a few central facts and "principles 

and in which more time is take for application and assimilation 

with a corresponding decrease in content to be recited on. 

1. Barnard. J. Darrell. An Investigation to Determine the Rela¬ 
tive Effectiveness of^Two Methods o^ Teaching General Science. 

2. Duel, A. V*., "Measureable Outcomes of Laboratory Work in 
Science", School Science and Mathematics, XXXVII pp. 968-973. 

3. Allen, J. M., "Some Experiments in High School Instruction", 
The School Review, XIII, (Jnn. 1914), pp. 26-34. 

2b.Noll, V. H. The Teaching of Science in Elementary and Second¬ 
ary Schools, Chapter IV. 

7 
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There were two parts to .the experiment: 

a. he experimental group was a group of high school 
freshmen, beginners in general science. Pecita 

°°?d”oted *y the ’’informal problem" 
we^e reru^rl? ? ^estions asked by the teacher 
ere required to be answered completely, accurately 

and oleari, by the pn.il. Baoh pupil hadtooUok^ 
to the problem until he solved it. After eight 

Wnm*tf°ll0Willir ° three day recitation on the 
\a\a3finllativetest was ^Iveu without 

,a5ni”R:# A Physics class of twenty-one girls who 

in»tiaeU<lieLthJ bfiro,neter. also took the esme’exam- 
ination. The freehaen scored ninety-six percent 
to the seniors nineteen percent in oorreot answers. 

b. Six randomly selected freshmen of the elementary 
science class were placed in a junior-senior physi¬ 
ology class during a period in which some new mater- 
ial was ta^en up under the "informal problem" method. 
n the next day, four comprehensive ouestions were 

given. The best juniors and seniors did not score 
as nigh as the freshmen. This was supposed to show 
that students trained under the "informal problem" 
method oan reason in other sciences, better than 
older oersons not so trained. Barnard1 thinks that 
tnis study is o* little value because it contained 
many uncontrolled conditions. 

4 

In 1918, smiley published the results of an experiment 

which studied the effectiveness of the "text-book-recitation", 

the "lecture”, and the "laboratory" methods with the best 

possible results in the least possible time and the least ex¬ 

penditure of energy as shown by retention and recall. Inter¬ 

est, attention, and fatigue o^ the pupils were observed. 

Twenty-four juniors or seniors in the MoGuffy High School of 

Lliami University were divided into three groups, and were re- 

ouired to study several lessons by the different methods. After 

4. V.iloy, Vs.H., "An Experimental Study of Methods in Teaching 
High School Chemistry”, Journal of Educational Kesearch IX. 
(April, 1918), pp. 181-198T - 
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each lesson, and also a month later, the pupils were re¬ 

paired to write out what they know of the lessons. The 

"text-hook” method cave the best results for immediate re¬ 

call, while the "lecture" method was least effective of all. 

Barnard reports that this study is of little value because 

the tests that were used in the experiment were not objec¬ 

tive. 

The "lecture-demonstration" method was compared with the 
5 

"individual laboratory" method by Cunningham in 1920. The 

experiment was made in order to see if the "individual labor¬ 

atory" method was worth the time it takes, and whether as ?rood 

results could he obtained by the other method. Twenty-five 

high school sophomores studying botany were divided into two 

eouivalent groups based on ability, intelligence and previous 

school marks. The two groups studied thirteen experiments and 

were given tests immediately after they were performed. Cunning¬ 

ham concluded that time wa3 saved by the "lecture-demonstration" 

method and that the "individual laboratory" method was superior 

in training for manipulation of apparatus and for obtaining 

exaot results. 

The "developmental" method (the experimental method ap¬ 

plied orally in the class room), the "lecture" method, and the 

"text-book" method were compared with respect to immediate re- 

Tl—Cunningham’, fl.A., "individual Laboratory V ork Versus Lec¬ 
ture Demonstration in High School Science", University o, 
Illinois Bulletin,XVIII, (December, 1920) pp. 105-107. 
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oall, retention, and the development of ability to answer 

thought questions by Hunter6 in 1922. Three classes in first 

year science were used in the investigations which were carried 

out in the DeWitt Clinton High School in Hew York City. h*oh 

class studied under each method each day, and took teste after 

each ueriod of study. A test was given in each subject one 

week later in order to measure retention. Hunter reports that 

the ’developmental" method was the best for retention, while 

tne "lecture" method gave the best results for immediate recall. 

Another part of the experiment attempted to determine 

whether the personal element of the teacher had any effect on 

the methods. The experiment was conducted with three other 

teachers and as nearly enuiralent groups of pupils as possible. 

The results showed that the teachers who had been using some 

one of the methods, got the best results with that method. 
7 

In 1922, Vi ebb reported that pupils with no laboratory 

experience showed no laboratory resourcefulness, and that males 

excelled females in laboratory work. He also stated that older 

pupils did no better work than younver ones. 
8 

In a rather poor study, uooprider , in 1922, found that 

6"!! Hunter, 0. V\., hAn Experiment in the Use of Three Different 
'ethods in the Classroom”, School science and Mathematics,XXiJ, 

pp. 875-890. 

7. V.ebb, H.A., "Testing Laboratory Kesourcefulness”, School 
Science and Mathematics. XXII, (Mar. 1922),pp. 259-267. 

8. Cooprider, J.L., "Oral Versus Written Instruction and. Demon¬ 
stration Versus Individual Work in High Schhol Science”, 
asters1 Thesis Abstracted in School Science and Mathematics, 

XXII, (December, 1922), pp. 828-841. 
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oral instructions were better than written ones, and that 

individual work with oral instructions was better than demon¬ 

stration with oral instruct! onS. 
9 

In 19215, liebler and Voody published a study of the "in¬ 

dividual laboratory" and the "demonstration" methods. The sub¬ 

jects of the experiment were two physics classes eouated on the 

basis of I,Q# The usual technioue of experimentation was em¬ 

ployed on fourteen heat experiments. The results of the group 

under the demonstration method were as good, if not better than 

those of the other group in all tests that were given. The in¬ 

vestigator notes that even though the advantage in favor of the 

demonstration method is slight, it is very significant, 
10 

Cooprider , in 1923, published a study similar to the one 

he published in 1922. In this experiment he eliminated many of 

the faults of the first one. He attempted to find the relative 

retention value of four methods of teaching laboratory exer¬ 

cises in high school science—the individual with oral and with 

written instructions, and the demonstration with oral and with 

written instructions. The usual experimental technioue was 

used on a sophomore class of sixty-eight pupils which was divided 

into four nearly equivalent groups. The tests U3ed v/ere quite 

objective. The results showed that demonstration work goes 

Tl Kiebler, iS.h., **The Individual Laboratory Versus the Demon¬ 
stration Methods of Teaching Physics”, Journal of Educational 
hoaearch, VII, (January, 1923), pp, 50-58. 

10. Cooprider, J.L., "Laboratory Methods in High School Science”, 
School Science and Mathematics, XXIII, (June, 1923) 
pp. 526-530. 
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best with oral instmotiona and that individual work la pr.fer- 

able to demonstration work. 
11 

Cunningham published another study of the "individual" 

versus the "demonstration" method in 1924. The purrooe of the 

comnariaon was to determine which method was more efficient 

for immediate and delayed recall for dull and bright pupils. 

Cunningham carried two investigations which involved (1) two 

fairly equivalent groups in botany, equated on the basis of 

I. Q. and school grades, and (2) ten pairs of pupils. Thirteen 

laboratory exercises were studied and then written up at 

various intervals. The results showed that the "demonstration" 

method was better for immediate recall and that the "individual" 

method was better for delayed recall. For slower nupils, both 

methods were eoually good. 

The "demonstration", "individual", and "combination-deraon- 

stration-individual" methods in chemistry laboratory work were 
12 

compared by Pruitt in 1925. Three groups of twenty pupils 

each, eouated on the basis of I.Q., were used as subjects in 

the Great Falls High School, Montana. Hone of the methods 

proved to he superior for immediate recall, but the "individual" 

method was better than the "demonstration" method for retention. 

II. Cunningham, H.A., "Laboratory Methods in natural Science 
Teaching", School Science and Mathematics, (June, 1924), 
pp. 709-804. 

12. Pruitt, C.M., "An Experiment on the Relative Efficiency of 
Methods of Conducting Chemistry hahorstory Vork", IKh. Thesis, 
Bloomington, Indian, University of Indiana, Tl925) 
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Another study of the "individual laboratory” and the 
13 

'’lecture-demonstration” methods was published by Anibal in 

19^6. He found little difference between the two methods. 
14 

Cooprider , in 1926, published a study of the relative 

effectiveness of "student” versus "teacher” demonstration 

methods. He equated four sections from a group of soventy- 

four pupils in biology on the basi3 of I.Q. The usual experi¬ 

mental procedure was used in doing eighteen laboratory experi¬ 

ments. A reoort was written by each pupil after the ex eriment. 

The results obtained showed that the superior students did 

fully as well as teachers in demonstration experiments before 

a class. 
15 

Hash and Phillips , in 1927, published a study of the 

"individual", the "demonstration", and the "combined-individual- 

demonstration” methods with respect to learning of subject mat¬ 

ter. Three second semester chemistry classes of fifteen pupils 

each, equated on the basis of X.Q., were used a3 subjects. The 

investigators concluded that the "demonstration" method was 

13l Anibal, F.G., ^Comparative Effectiveness of the Lecture- 
Demonstration and Individual Laboratory Methods", Journal 
cf Lduoational Besearoh,XlII, (May 1926} pp. 355-365. 

14. Cooprider, J.L., "Teacher versus Student Demonstration in 
High School Biology", School Science and Mathematics, XXVI, 
(Pebri ary, 1926}, pn. l4?-15f>. 

15. Hash, H.B. and Phillips, f.J., "A Study of the Relative 
Value of Three Hethods of Teaching High School Chemistry , 
Journal of Educational Research, XV, (fay 1927) pp.371-379. 
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superior to the others. However, they report that their con¬ 

clusions should not he looked upon as conclusive because of the 

small number of subjects that they used in their experiment. 

Johnson, in 1928, published a study of laboratory 

methods—comparing the "lecture-demonstration” method with 

the "group laboratory” method. Three biology classes of eleven 

members each, paired on the basis of I.Q., were used as sub¬ 

jects. The results showed that the ’’lecture-demonstration” 

method may be expected to yield epual, if not better results 

than the "laboratory” methods 
17 

In 1930, Walter published a study of an experiment with 

the ”individual-no-raanualH and the "demonstration” method. 

Pupils studying physics were divided into three sections, and 

each section did two experiments by each method. Valter found 

that the "individual-no-manual" method was best adapted for 

drill work, particularly where the pupils understood the prob¬ 

lem involved before they did the exercise. The "demonstration" 

method was the better method where information was to be 

learned. 

One of the most recently published investigations (1938) 

is the study of the "lecture-written-response" and the "indi- 

T5T Johnson, P.O., "A Comparison of the Lecture-Demonstration, 
Group Laboratory Experimentation and Individual Laboratory 
Experimentation Methods of Teaching High School Biology", 
Journal of Educational Research, XVIII, (Sept. 1928) 
pp. 103-ili. 

17. Walter, C.H., "The Individual Laboratory Method of Teaching 
Physics Lith So Printed Directions", School Science and 
Mathematics, XXX, (April, 1930) pp. 429-432. 



15. 
18 

vidual conference" methods by Mitohell . students, paired 

on the basis of "six-weeks* grade-point ratio, sex, and I.Q. 

peroentile rating'*, were taught by the respective methods, 

and tested before and after the teaohing with objective teats. 

All conditions in the experiment were well controlled. The 

results showed that the "individual conference" method was 

better than the other method. However the investigator remarks 

that this conclusion was reached on the conditions as they exist 

at Muskingum College, where the experiment was carried out, and 

that the method might not prove as successful under different 

circumstances. 

There are many more studies of "laboratory" and "lecture” 

methods. All of them attack the educational problem with a 

slightly different point of view, and all of them produce re¬ 

sults similar to those found in the described studies. 
19 

(2) Visual and oral methods—In 1922, Hunter published 

his work on the relative values of visual and oral instruction 

in demonstration and experimental work in biology. Two first 

term classes of "poor average mental ability" pupils were used 

in this experiment. The "visual aids" group omitted all dia¬ 

ls’! ^iteiiell, R.ft., "laboratory Teaching in Geology", School 
Science and Mathematics, XXXVIII,(October 1938),pp.^86-788. 

19. Hunter, G.$., "An Attempt to Determine the Relative Values 
of Visual and Oral Instruction in Demonstration and Experi¬ 
mental V,ork in Biology", School Science and It thematics, 
XXII, (January 1922) pp. 22-29. 
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oussion and had all names and scientific terms written on 

the board. The "oral” group diaonssed problems and exneri- 

ments and were questioned by the teacher. Both groups were 

tested each day with ten minute quizes on the work of the 

preceding day. The "oral" method proved to be very helpful 

to the low mentality pupils, and the "risual" method did not 

Rive good results, particularly on tests involving comparisons 

and analysis. Barnard says that the subjects in this experi¬ 

ment were not representative nor properly eouated, and that 

therefore the results are of little value. 
20 

In 1922, Hunter also published the results of his experi¬ 

ment to determine the relative values of the "oral demonstration" 

method and the "individual laboratory" method with respect to 

laboratory experimentation. The subjects in this experiment 

were the same as those he used in his previous experiment. 

Both groups were tested with the same test. The croups were ro¬ 

tated after a time. The "oral developmental" srroup did better 

work. 
21 

In 1929, hood and Freeman published the results of a 

very extensive study to determine the effects of ten teaching 

films on seventh, eighth and ninth grade general science pupils, 

with respect to "ability to interpret experiences and to make 

20~ tlunter, G.L., "The-Oral Versus the Laboratory Method", School 
Mathematics and Science, XXII, (January, 192T), pp. 29-32. 

21. hood, B.D. and Freeman, F.N., J.iotion Pictures in the Class- 
room. 
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inferences and Judgments", and "to rooall oonorete objeots 

and processes, and to abstract general facts". The only Ten¬ 

able factor between the control and the experimental groups was 

that the experimental groups saw the ten films and the other 

aid not. -he subjects of the experiment were 3.26P nunils, who 

were divided into approximately equal groups and equated on the 

basis of I.p. and knowledge of general science. Imorovcmont 

was measured by the use of objective testa. In general, the 

"visual groups" gained more than the other groups. These results 

are very significant because the experimental croups were a 

little lower than the control groups in I.Q., school grades, 

and achievement, and had more uninterested pupils. This experi¬ 

ment shows the value of visual aids in teaching. 

A report of a v/ell controlled experiment on the value of 
22 

sound films in general science was published by Kulon in 1933. 

Three ninth prade classes, were the subjects of the experiment. 

The "ordinary", the "text-book", and the "text-book with sound 

motion pictures" methods were employed for thirty-two days on 

about 2000 pupils who were oquated on the basis of 1.0., previous 

knowledge of science, and chronological age. Rulon composed a 

special text book and several objective examinations. Sight 

films were used in the experimental group. The results of the 

study are summarized as follows: 

22~. imlon.""Phillip J.~. The Bound Motion Picture in Science 
Teaching, pp. 56-57. 
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1* The uae of talking motion pictures caused an increase 
of more than twenty per cent in the general achieve¬ 
ment in general science in the experimental group. 

8. The use of talking motion pictures caused an increase 
of more than thirty-five per cent in achievement on 
matters specifically treated by the films, 

3, There is no evidence in this study that these increases 
were made at the expense of Hither educational values 
such as scientific thinking,23 

There are many more studies of visual aids which definitely 

indicate that visual aids have their place in the modern class¬ 

room, One of the most recent studies--and the last to be men- 
24 

tioned here—is that of Hall , published in 1936. The investi¬ 

gation was to determine whether classroom films were most ef¬ 

fective when (1) the pupils were informed that they were to be 

tested on the material to be seen, (2) the punils were not to 

he tested, or (3) the pupils could see the test which was to be 

given all during the showing of the film. The rotation method 

of experimentation was employed on three small classes and pre¬ 

tests and delayed tests were given. Hall concluded that the 

third method was be$t. He indicates, however, that the fact 

that he himself developed the method might have some influence 

on the result even though he made every effort to control all 

conditions. 

23. 

24. 

Ibid, pp. 57. 

Hall ff.J.. "A Study of Three I'ethods of Teaching Science 
with*Classroom Films”, School Science and Mathematics, 
XIXVI, (December, 1936), pp. 968-973. 
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(3) Study method a—In 1909, Gilbert performed an experi¬ 

ment on methods of teaching zoology in the Academy of the Uni¬ 

versity of Illinois, The experiment was a comparison of an 

economio and a scholastic approach to the study of animals. 

The subjects were two groups of puriis equated on the basis of 

age, sex, fathers* occupation, pupil*s home occupation, and 

pupil*a intended occupation. Both groups studied the same 

material for the same length of time and were tested with identi¬ 

cal written examinations. The only variable was the inethod used 

in teaching the class, Gilbert concluded that there was a slight 

advantage in favor of the economio ap roach, but that the ad¬ 

vantage was too small to warrant final conclusions from his work, 
1 

Barnard considers Gilbert’s work of little value because of 

the unsound techniques he used in eouating and testing his sub¬ 

jects. 
26 

In 1923, Beauchamp made a very careful study of the rela¬ 

tive efficiencies of **semi-directed" and "directed" study, in 

which he used two, twenty-six pupil eighth grade classes in the 

University of Chicago High School. The groups were equivalent 

with respect to age, native intelligence, rate of 3ilent reading, 

and ability to interpret what is read. Six units of science 

£57 

26. 

ftilberi, J.P., "An Experiment in Methods of Teaching 
Zoology". The Journal of Educational Psychology. I, 
(June, 1910) pp. 321-322/ 

eauchamp, V.L., "A Preliminary Experimental otudy o Tecn- 
iaues in the MastcrT'o^' '’uTJooT rauer iJT^ienenxary^ ~ 
hvsioal Science", Supplementary Educational Monographs, 24, 

P. 47-87. “ 
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were studied. In this work, Beauohamp carried out six separate 

studies: 

a. In order to find whether the "semi-directed" group 
or the "direoted" group would be better in assimi¬ 
lating subject matter, he gave both groups objective 
tests, Results showed that one class assimilated the 
subject matter as well as the other, 

b. The "directed” study group was instructed to study 
each paragraph to get the main idea and the contribut¬ 
ing ideas. The other group was given only general 
study directions. Again tests were given. The "di¬ 
rected" group showed greater ability in subject mat¬ 
ter assimilation, 

o. The "directed" study group was given definite in¬ 
structions on how to solve problems of the unit; the 
other group got only general directions. The results 
obtained showed that the "semi-directed" group was 
more efficient and that the "directed" group seemed 
to focus too much attention on detail and not enough 
on major relationships, 

d. The "directed" group was instructed to read all through 
a unit to get the general plan, and then to group the 
major facta around it. This group was found to assimi¬ 
late subject matter better than the other group which 
did not receive these directions, 

e. The "direoted" study group was given special instruc¬ 
tions and practice in solving thought Questions. This 
group with the special training showed better results. 

f. The "directed" study group was given special instruc¬ 
tions on how to study. This group was then able to 
read with greater understanding, while the other group 
was able to read more rapidly. 

1 
Barnard states that up to this time, "these studies are the 

best controlled learning studies that have been reported". 

Another report on the influence of instruction and drill 
27 

in paragraph sum arizing was published by Persing in 1924, 

27^ Persing, E.M., "A Practice Study in Paragraph Summarizing 
in Chemistry", School Science and Mathematics, XXIV, 
(June, 1924) pp, 598-604, 



Two classes in beginning chemistry, each containing twenty- 

three pupils, were used as subjects. Pretests were given, and 

after a psr&od of instruction, the pupils were tested again. 

The results showed that the summarizing practioe produced a 

decided improvement in assimilation of subject matter. Bar¬ 

nard reports that these results are not reliable nor objective 

beoause of poor techniques and materials. 
28 

In 1927, Hurd published a study in which he found that 

there are no advantages in a "combined study and recitation" 

method over a method in which the pupils study outside of the 

regular class hours. 

The results of an experiment with t'wo plans of supervised 

study—the study precedes the recitation in one, and the reci¬ 

tation precedes the study in the other—were published by 
29 

Douglas in 1928. Two ninth grade classes in the University 

of Oregon High School were equated for chronological age, I.Q., 

and scores on the Ruch-Popenoe General Science Test. The 

frroups were rotated, well controlled and tested with objective 

tests. Douglas concluded that "neither secuence seems to be 

connected in general with the production oi larger variations 

28. 

29. 

'&urd, , "Suggestion on the Kvaluation of Teaching Pro¬ 
cedures in High School Physics", School Science and Mathe¬ 
matics, 'XXVI I, (May, 1927), pp. 226-226. 

Douglas,H.R., ”An Experimental Investigation of the Relative 
Effectiveness of Two Plans of Supervised Study", Journalof 
Educational Research, XVIII, (October, 1928),pp. 239-246. 
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of progress with one class than with the other”. 

30 
In 1932, Hobertson , published the results of a oomnari- 

son of the "guidance outline” method and a "developmental dis¬ 

cussion" method with reaoeot to immediate and delayed recall 

in fifth grade general science at the Oxford School, Dearborn, 

Michigan. Sixty pupils were used as subjects; and the usual 

rotation procedure was employed. Measurements were made with 

objective tests. It was found that the "developmental dis¬ 

cussion" had slight, but not statistically significant, results. 

Barnard , himself, made a study of the relative effective¬ 

ness of a "teacher-pre ared study guide" and a "student-de¬ 

veloped study guide" method in the teaching of general science 

with respect to growth in scientific attitudes, ability to solve 

problems, and ability to apply generalizations. He used a maxi¬ 

mum of sixty-eight pupils in four different high schools. The 

groups were eouated on the basis of reading ability in aoience 

and on scores made on pretests on the material to be studied. 

The "student-developed study guide" group was given special in¬ 

struction in making study guides for ten weeks before the experi- 

t 

ment started. The other group was given a set of teacher-pre¬ 

pared study gfeide sheets. This group carried on class discus- 
% 

sions for clas3 work while the other group developed their guides. 

' Identical tests were given to both groups. Barnard concluded 

that the "student-developed study guide" method has slight advan¬ 

ce;—Hobertson,'M. L., WA Sludy of the Relative Effectiveness of 
Two Methods of Teaching Elementary Science", Science Education, 

XVI, (February, 1932), pp. 182-187. 
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tege over the "teaoher-pre.ered study snide" method. The 

results, however, are not statistioally signifioant. This ex. 

pertinent seems to have been well controlled, but ,he teste which 

were supposed to measure the described outoomes of teaohing 

might Just as readily hare been used to measure subject matter 

assimilation. 

iiany iuore suoh investigations have been reported. Most 

of them show that the more progressive methods of study have 

some advantage over other methods. 

use of drawings and laboratory reports--In 1916 
t-1 * 

Ayer carried out an experiment to determine the effects of 

representative drawing (very detailed and aoourete), analytical 

drawing (sketches containing only tho most important parts), 

and verbal description on laboratory practice in first year 

high school general science. He concluded that representative 

drawing wasted time and encouraged habits of copying, and that 

analytical drawings were ideal records of completed work and 

should be used whenever possible. 
32 

In 1928, Ballew published a report on the effectiveness 

of laboratory exercises, with and wi thout drawings, on high 

school zoology. In the Austin High School, Chicago, two be¬ 

ginning classes were counted on the basis of I.Q., and were 

taught the material of fourteen experiments. The usual rotation 

31. Ayer, C., The Psychology of Drawing with Special Reference 
to Laboratory Teaching, pr. 10^-lC8. 

32, Bsllew, A.M., "A Comparative Study of the Effectiveness of 
Laboratory Jixercises in High School Zoology’’, School Review, 
XXXVI, (April, 1928) po. 284-295. 
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procedure was used. The results showed that drawings do not 

improve pupil response to teats. This experiment should prove 

of great interest to teaohers who still require drawings. 

In 1929, iloore, Dykehouse, and Curtis in an experi¬ 

ment to determine the best way to report laboratory exercises 

in general science, found that a '‘diagram” method showed slight 

advantage over the “conventional” method. The experiment lasted 

over a period of fifteen weeks and included twenty-seven exer¬ 

cises. Two paired classes in different schools were used. 
34 

In 1928, Bail reported an experiment which showed that 

the method used in the reporting of laboratory exreriments is 

of little importance; the important factor Is "how well it is 

recorded by whatever method is used”. The experiment from which 

he obtained his data was well controlled and included the study 

of twenty-two experiments by three ©created groups. 

(5) Project methods—The results of a study to determine 

the relative effectiveness of the "project” and "non-project" 

methods with respect to pupil accomplishment and preference was 
35 

published by Garber in 1922. Two seoond term chemistry classes 

were taught by the two methods. The groups were ecuated on the 

33. " koore, F.fc., iDykehouse^ C. J., and Curtis, F.])., "A Study of 
the Relative Effectiveness of Two Methods of Reporting Labor¬ 
atory Exercises in General Science'1, bcience ■^duo&tion,XIII, 
(May, 1929), pp. 229-235. 

34. Bail, P.M., An Experimental Study of I£ethods of Recording 
High*School LTIysics experiments, ;i.A. Thesis, Btate university 

of Iowa, 1928. 

35. Oerter, minor. "The Project Method In Teaohing Chemistry', 
School Scienoe and Hat heme tics, XXII, (Jan. 1922), pu. 71- 
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basis of I.Q. and all tests used in the experiment Mere objec¬ 

tive. The "project" method group produoed better results, and 

most of the pupils favored that method. Barnard1 reports that 

the value of this experiment is lost in that the investigator 

neglected to define the ’’project” method. 
36 

.-.atkins , in 1923, published the results of an experiment 

to determine whether "project teaching” was as good as teaching 

by "tradi tional" methods. He used twenty-five pupils of the 

University of Missouri High School who had been trained in the 

’’project" method for the past three years. ?or comparison, 

Catkins chose ten first year science classes which were being in¬ 

structed by "traditional" methods. All conditions except matu¬ 

rity were about the same. Several textbooks were analyzed and 

a test which measured assimilation of subject matter wa3 con¬ 

structed. Watkins determined the validity and reliability of 

the test. The results of the experiment showed that pupils 

trained by the "project" method do as well as those not so trained. 

If I.Q. is considered, the "project" group can be expected to do 

better work. 

A report of an experiment in extensive reading in general 

science as a means of increasing knowledge of science fact and 
37 

principle was published by Curtis in 1924. There were three 

36. V. atVina, E.K., "The Teo'hni qu e and Value of Project Teaching 
in General Science", General Science Quarterly, VII, (Oct. 
1923), pp. 235-266; Till, (January, 1924) pp. 848-851. 

37. Curtia, P.L'., Extensivo Reeding of General Science As a leans 
of Inorea3lng"lrnowledge of Scientific Pacts and rinoiples. 

Contributions to Muoation, 163, Columbia University, 1924. 
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parts to the study: 

An attempt was made to determine the effect of the 
reading when it was given as part cf an extra course 

Several 30ience books were collected in a 
ihrary and made available to forty-five eighth grade 

pupila in a He* York High School. A Bar.nth and I 
nth grade class were used as a control. Eounting 

was done on the basis of a "brightness quotient". 
All groups were tested with Dvorak. 3-2 General Soi 
enoe Scale at the end of the experiment. The read^g 

proved 'fco have gained months more than the other 
groups. 

b. An attempt was made to determine the effect of the 
reading when it was substituted for a part of the reg. 
ular classwork. The same procedure was used. The 
experimental group gained six months more than the 
control groups. 

o. An attempt was made to determine the effect of thp 
reading when it was given in addition to all the other 
classwork. The same procedure wastsed. This time 
the experimental group gained eight months more than 
the control groups. 

These studies are valuable in that they establish the importance 

of reading materials in science classes. 
38 

Hurd published a study of a "topical" versus a "problem" 

method in the assimilation of subject matter in high school 

physics. In the North High School, Minneapolis, two groups of 

physics pupils, eouated on the basis of I.®., achievement, and 

industry, were used as subjects. One group studied topics, the 

other studied problems. At the beginning and at the end of the 

experiment, Hurd gave objective informational tests. The "topic" 

method produced better results. 

38. Hurd, Vi.A., A dtudy of the Relative Value of the Topical 
Versns the Problem Method! in the Acquisition o^ Information 
on the Subject of Heat in HI vh School Physios, School of 
Education Bulletin, XIVIII, University of Minnesota, (1925) 
pp. 3-9# 
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39 

Corbally , in 1930, published hie findings in an experi¬ 

ment to determine the relative effectiveness of the "asslgnment- 

reoitation" plan and the "unit" plan. Using four average infill 

genoe general soienee classes of the Queen Anne High School in 

Seattle, he found such slight variations that he oonoluded that 

neither method was better than the other. 

Several other investigators got results that indicated 

that "project" plans hare little if any advantage over other 

methods, hut most of the investigators urge the use of the ’’pro¬ 

ject" plans because pupils seem to prefer them. 

, 40 
ffrooflom methods—In 1934, Bradbury reported the re¬ 

sults of an experiment which was similar to the study reported 

in tnis thesis. Two ninth grade general science classes were 

eouated on the basis of I.Q. and scores on the Dvorak General 

Science Scales. The general principles of the "freedom” method 

employed by Bradbury are similar to those presented in Chapter 

III, ’’The Experimental Method". The experimental group used a 

variety of texts, did much experimentation, used interest as a 

guide, stressed pupil importance, used much discussion, and 

allowed originality. The ohief difference between this experi¬ 

ment and. the one reported in this thesis is that the teacher 

took & less active part, allowing the pupils to "simply browse". 

397 Corbally, J.E., wA Comparison of Two Methods of Teaching 
General Soienee", School Review, XXXVIII, (January, 1930), 
pp. 61-66. 

40. Bradbury, B.S., A Pupil Initiated Course in General Science 
for a Slow Group, M.A. Thesis. Colorado State College of 
Education, 1936. 
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The rotation method of experimentation was used, and objeotive 

tests were used to measure pains. The experimental method proved 

to be better than the "ordinary" method of teaohine. 
41 42 4<*' 

The work of. Davis , Singleton , and Bent "shows that the 

freedom methods caused pupils to do more work, allowed greater 

* Pleasure and satisfaction, contributed to character and person¬ 

ality development, and produced as good results as other formal 

methods* The "experimental” method developed hy the investigator 

differs from the methods used by the previous workers in that it 

has definite organization in spite of its plasticity, Other than 

this, it incorporates what the others oontain individually, 

(7) Generalizations from the reported studies—Holl^ sum¬ 

marizes soienoe education researaoh very briefly. 

The conlusions of the entire study seem to be: 

a. that some time and money can be saved by lecture 
demonstrations, although just how much of a saving 
can be effeoted has never been carefully estab¬ 
lished; 

b. it has been shown rather clearly by a few investi¬ 
gations that individual laboratory work produces 
certain results in the pupil more efficiently and 
more permanently than the demonstration does; 

4TI Davis, J.S., An Experiment in Liberalizing Instruction in 
Chemistry, M.~S. Thesis, University of Southern"California. 
19351 

42. Singleton, H.O., A Comparison in the Changes in Pupils* 
Character and Information Resulting from Instruction in Gen¬ 
eral Soienoe by the Activity Method versus the Traditional"" 
ecl^ation Method. I-f. A. Thesis. Pennsylvania State College. 

1935. 

43. Bent, R.K. "Comparative effectiveness of a Freedom Method and 
a Conventional Method of Teaching High School General Science" 
Sohool Soienoe and Mathematics, XXXIII, (Oct. 1933),pp. 773-776. 

2b. Moll, V.H., The Teaching of Science in Elementary and Second¬ 
ary Schools, pp. 43-65. 
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°* totalSaituation.m0th°d t0 U9* 4e?end8 on th« 

One in therefore forced to conclude that about all that 

can be done is to make some suggestions as to when each 

method may be used to advantage. 

a. Other things being equal, use lecture demon¬ 
stration for the more difficult and acre expen¬ 
sive experiments. 

b. Other things being eoual, use the individual 
laboratory method for simple, short, and less 
expensive experiments. 

o. Beouire pupils to submit brief but carefully 
and accurately written reports of experiments. 

d. Recommend that pupils make simple, analytic 
drawings rather than representative ones. 

e. Use visual aids. 
f. Organize materials of instruction and present 

them by methods that encourage the pupII to a 
maximum of freedom and self-direction and that 
permit the fullest possible provision for indi¬ 
vidual differences. 

Another review of experimental investigations in science 
2 

education published by Duel in 1937, summarizes the work that 

hod been done with laboratory and with lecture-demonstration 

methods. He includes most of the ^ork already described, and 

several others; but his review is interesting because he has ex¬ 

tracted the essence of method from all. 

A number of investigations have been made with regard to 
the relative merits of the lecture-demonstration method 
and the individual laboratory method of instruction in 
secondary school science. Cooprider and Johnson compared 
these methods with classes in biology; Cunningham with 
classes in botany; Anibal, Carpenter, Horton, Knox, I^'ash, 
Phillips, Pugh, end Viley, with classes in chemistry; and 
Dyer, Phillies, Walter and Xiebler and ,oody, with classes 
in physics.44 

44. ’'out. of these exper iroenis heve”already been described. Com¬ 
plete reference for those omitted can be found by reading 
the reference cited in footnote 2. 
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In general, the method of conducting these in¬ 
vestigations was as follows; On the basis of intelli¬ 
gence tests or such tests and the students' previous 
grades in science, the students to be instructed were 
divided into two groups of approximately eaual ability. 
One group was then taught by the lecture-demonstration 
method and the other by the individual laboratory method. 
Carpenter, Dyer, Horton, and Johnson used the rotation 
procedure; that is the same students were taught one ex¬ 
ercise or set of exercises by the laboratory method. 
This method of procedure made it possible for them to 
compare, not only the achievement of two groups taught 
by two different methods, but also the achievement of 
the same group taught by two different methods. 

At the close of each study, these two groups were 
given identical tests, and upon the basis of these tests, 
the comparative efficiency of the two methods was deter-’ 
mined. Usually the groups were tested a second time 
after a considerable interval; this Interval varied in 
the several studies. The purpose of these delayed tests 
was to determine the relative efficiency of the two 
methods in terms of the knowledge retained after the 
interval. 

2b 
As to final conclusions. Duel thinks very much as does Noll , 

whose conclusions have been quoted previously. 

There can be little doubt, after reading all these in¬ 

vestigations, that secondary school science can be taught in 

several different ways. The method that seems to have slight 

advantage over others is the lecture-demonstration method. But 

by no means, let it be assumed that thi3 or any other method is 

presented as a panacea for educational ills. 

It is the purpose of this investigation to compare the 

the effectiveness of the "lecture-demonstration" method with a 

method constructed of the best elements of many others, in the 

teaching of general science. 
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CHAPTER ITT 

THE 2X?BRXlfEVT.AL fJTICTHO3> 

8l“°* the method of teaohlng solenoe that la us.a l„ 

thia -xperiment la somewhat of an innovation, n WB 00n.ldered 

advisable to describe It in some detail before the 

data of the experiment. The description la given in thia chap- 

ter. 

The * experimental" method naod in thin investigation is 

oompoaed of many foatnrea found in other methods that are being 

used in high aahoola today. These foatnrea were seleoted from 

several methoda, but no definite oitationa can be made beoanae 

almost all ideaa used were given different form and applloetlon.1 

It ia impossible to clearly define the "experimental" 

method in one or two paragrepha; yet the method is not complex. 

The following outline is presented in order to summarize the 

iTioat important features and to show the flexibility of the 

method# 

(1) Outline of salient features—- 

I. The instructor restrains himself from the 
tendency to monopolize the class discussion# 

II. The instructor trains his class in the proper 
’’etiquette" of procedure# 
A. One person sneaks at a time. 
B# Each person must he eriven am le oppor¬ 

tunity to finish what he has to say# 
0# t>npjls must address themselves to the 

olrtas and not to the teacher. 
D. Any and all pupils of the class can and 

should take part in an open discussion 
and criticism of class work. 

TI Tho method that most nearly resembles the "experimental" 
method is described by Bradbury, B.S., A Pupils Initiated 
Qourse In General Science for a Slow Thesis, 
Colorado State College of Education^ 192»S# 

31. 
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E. The imitruotor does not allow bright 
pupils to monopolize the dieoussJons. 
1- He plana special topics and Ques¬ 

tions for them. 
2. He utilizes them as Questioners 

rather than tellers. 
F. The instructor doea not allow any mem¬ 

ber of the class to become a laggard. 
1. This is best accomplished by the 

inotructor calling by name those 
pupils he wants to start a dis¬ 
cussion on a new problem. 
a. The experience of facing a group 

of inouiaitlve class mates soon 
brings about some desired activ- 
ity. This might also involve 
some tactful prodding. 

0. Pupils must be made to realize that time 
is available only for pertinent material. 
1* xhe instructor exercises great care 

in allowing digressions, 
a. If the interest of the class defi¬ 

nitely swings in some other direc¬ 
tion than that which was planned, 
and if this new interest is part* 
of the future job of the class, and 
therefore worth while, the teacher 
should let the class go. 

2. Care, tact, and firmness are necessary, 
xhe instructor must allow no puerile con¬ 
troversy in olas3. 
1. He seeks and encourages expression of 

difference of opinion where such is 
possible, but he must allow no "souab- 
bling". 

III. The instructor allows a great amount of freedom 
in class and class assignments. Upon this de¬ 
pends the success of the entire plan. 

A. He exerts great care that too much free¬ 
dom is not given. 

B. !Te does not allow the freedom that is given 
to be abused. 

C. He encourages originality in the creation 
of experiments and apparatus, and keeping 
of notebooks. 

D. He encourages much outside work—pictures, 
magazine articles, books, etc. 

E* Individual conferences should be held auite 
often. 
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IV. 

2. 

V. 

B. 

33. 
d?r««t9lrCt°r mU3t he able t0 efficiently 
direct olassroom procedure by raisin* de- 
ining and modifying Questions and probloms 

?na not t,eoome too prominent. * 

1 1Sww°1Ve;-,°ar0fQl d8y toy rlMmlng. 1. Jhat problems should the class be led 
into considering? 
Row oan the class be made to boot con¬ 
sider all angles both for present and 
future purposes? 

°f thG °laSS 8hould *• organised 
other! teams one to test the ability of the 

A* h!!1? sh01i:ifl he * standing assignment; 
tfake a list of twenty-five for so) of 

True-False, Fill-in, or short answer Ques¬ 
tions as you read material in your texts 
and outside work". 
when each member of the class has several 
questions, a review should he held in the 
form of a spelling bee. 
1. Rules; (any others that would work 

better in particular situations can 
be made). 
a. The teacher is Judge of all ques¬ 

tions and answers. 
b. A questioner oan call upon any mem¬ 

ber of the opposing team. 
(1) Care must be taken that the 

duller pupils are not over¬ 
worked. 

(2) The questioning should, be well 
distributed. 

o. If themember of the team that was 
questioned cannot answer, then the 
questioner calls upon some member 
of his own team to do so. 
(1) A correct response means a 

point for the questioning team. 
(2) An incorrect response means no 

score. 
d. All questions that are brought up 

should be answered before they are 
left. * 

C. A suitable reward should be given to the 
winning team at the end of a round. 
1. Each round should end with the end of a 

unit. 
a. This to allow renewed enthusiasm in 

the losing team. 
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D. This procedure is intended for review pur¬ 
poses, and must not be overworked. 
1. Too much use of these science bees would 

defeat their purpose in that their novelty 
and interest would wear away. 

VI. The instructor always keeps in sight the general 
and specific objectives of the course as outlined 
on the course of study. “ 

A description of the teechers activity*during a typical 
class hour mifrht give even a better understanding of the "ex¬ 
perimental” method. 

(2) The teachers aotivity— 

I. The teacher snends the first part of the period 
in "lecture-demonstrating" new material. 
A. He emphasizes important ideas and principles, 

and presents material that the pupils might 
not get on their own. 

fl. He makes the assignment for the next day. 
1. He asks pupils to outline all work , both 

in texts and outside reading. 
a. This *hould not be required. 

2. He asks all pupils to make a list of ques¬ 
tions for the science bees. 

II. Before class the teacher outlines, briefly, on the 
blackboard, the specific objectives to be con¬ 
sidered that day. Planning more than just enough 
is wise. 
A. He lists several of the most imuortant ideas 

in a word or two. 
1. Example: In the study of engines— 

Engines— 
Steam—construction—operation—urinciples 
Gas — * " — n — " 
Diesel- " " — * — " 

III# The instructor gives short objective quizzes, about 
ten minutes in length, covering the work completed 
during the previous days’ work. Overuse of this 
is not to be feared. 
A. These quizzes are be3t given during the first 

ten minutes of the period because they can 
then serve as a means of review. 

IV. During the second part of the period (working 
under a variable time arrangement) the teacher 
joins the olass and calls on some puuil to start 

a discussion by telling the class all that he can 
about any one idea listed on the board. 



V. 

A. 

a. 

c 

B. 

B. 

C. 
D. 

front •* *• «* 

he -ke **■ 

1* rZlfJ,\TTk' rnraonal Werienoe. ex- 

ih £%S-SS5 2"“£~ 
as-s.-sss ras--in — - 
IT the class is ready ■for a drill + y,0 +*. v 

sssai-1— ("estiu“ ^hr 

portiaLrexT>ertLnts!lld ** ^ a8ide f°r re’ 

71. 

The teacher should keep two sets of marks. 

The o?Li3i« reC°rd °J th° 300res raade on tests. 
Vhl ? re°?rd of the teachers opinion 

Suasions? P0rforciap°e during the class dis- 

One set onn either raise.-nr lower the other. 

+^eT?r2°^3S 0f ksehing these marks is easily con- 
rolled by using two colors in one marking book. 

eon^ns l 0n °? all ^roC0dure3 to the teachers best 
convenience is of primary importance. 

to th« i^fo 9sr51£ i® 3een» the method is constructed to anneal 
to the interest of the pupil and to stye him a <?reat '*$ 
freedom in carrying out his work. * nt °f 

^ ^gper&l Comments—The pupil reaction to the "experi¬ 

mental" method was carefully observed during the investigation. 

Nothing unusual appeared in the performance of Class A, the 

control group, during the first six weeks because the oupils 

had been studying general science under the same teacher by 

the lecture—demonstration” method for the previous three 

months. But Class B, the experimental group, brought up some 

problems. "any of the nurils took advantage of the new free¬ 

dom Which was given to them by doing little or no work for class 

preparation and were wherefore unable to intelligently partici¬ 

pate in the class discussions. The difficulty was that the ru- 
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Pile did not know how to use their freedom. Freouently, pppli8 

asked for specific, required assignments because they wanted 

to know what they had to do. In such oases the teacher de¬ 

scribed exactly what would be discussed during the next period 

and suggested that the pupils look up some material in the booke 

listed on the bibliography sheets. During the first two weeks 

of the experiment, this assignment meant practically nothing. 

All this meant that the teacher had to do more work. However, 

the problem was rather easily solved by three factors of the "ex¬ 

perimental" method: 

1. the short quizzes, 

2. the general science question bees, and 

3* the pupil-controlled class discussions. 

It at once becomes evident that the pupils did not have as much 

freedom as they might think they had. The quizzes served aa & 

potent material incentive to study; the desire to participate 

in general science question bees led to a careful reading and 

fact hunting; and the fear of appearing stupid or dull in the 

class discussions—which were, to all appearances, pupil-con¬ 

trolled—meant preliminary preparation. The pupil*s freedom was 

really freedom in the amount of study beyond a certain limit. 

The introduction of the soionoe units required more "lec¬ 

ture-demonstrating" time than was intended. The reason lay in 

tho fact that the pupils had to loarn a little about the subject 

before they could pick up any interests or do very much on their 
/ 

own. But, the amount of time required for this decreased daily 



as the store of information increased. 

And as the pupils* store of information increased, the 

class discussions became more md more worthwhile end inter¬ 

esting. The problem of getting the pupils to actively partici¬ 

pate was solved by letting "stumped” pupils call on their class¬ 

mates for aid. Many of the pupils celled on in this wey told of 

personal experiences with the subject under discission; other 

pupils asked questions--9ome good, some bad—concerning the 

things they did not believe nor understand. Heither sheer curi¬ 

osity nor a genuine desire to know was always the motive that 

prompted questions. Many times pupils asked a cuestion iu3t "to 

see if Johnny knew the answer”. The friendly rivalry that de¬ 

veloped between members of the class became very noticeable when 

individuals almost invariably called upon certain classmates. 

All this led to a desired end in that pupils studied harder in 

order to be able to answer questions when the opportunity oarae. 

At irregular intervals, general science question bees were 

held. Two standing teams were organized, and the game ‘ s con¬ 

ducted as described in the "experimental’' method outline. Several 

of the pupils took advantage of the science library and brought 

in many questions which they found in books other than Lueir 

texts. Many suoh questions were objected to as in this typical 

conversation. 

Pupil £: 

^hipil 1; 

Pupil 2: 

Ihst rnestlcn isn’t fair. W. aren’t .uppos.4 

> know that.” 

fee, we ere. T found it in a science book." 

book. T didn’t see it." "It isn't in our 
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!• "That'8 right, it isn't in our book. I 
found it in another one." 

Pupil 2: "Aw-wJ You oan't do that—" 

Pupil is "Tea., you can." 

The teacher quickly settled such controversies* 

A little study of this brings to light three very im¬ 

portant outcomes of the "experimental" method. 

1. Some of the pupils were studying more than .lust one 

science book. Whether or not the motive was that of finding 

"trick" questions is of little significance because in his 

search the pupil came into contact with more material and there¬ 

by increased the possibilities of finding new interests. 

2. Some of the pupils who were not doing very much out¬ 

side reading, were studying their texts so closely that they 

could recognize whether or not their text contained the answer 

to the question they were asked. 

3. Many pupils, in most probability motivated by revenge, 

began to study more out-of-class material. 

The use of these general science question bees did have 

one detrimental effect. The pupils developed a tendency to over¬ 

emphasize minute details. One of the most striking examples of 

this took place when a punil asked, "Y.hat is the melting point 

of tungsten?"# The teacher did not recall the answer to this 

question, and did not feel that the fact involved was worth re¬ 

membering. When the teacher eliminated the Question, both teams 

objected very much. It seems that everyone knew the answer. 

This difficulty was partially overcome by ruling out such over- 
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technical questions and by continually aakin* the class to 

emphasise the more important things. 

On the whole, these science bees were very popular and 

successful. They served to motivate the pupils to 3tudy and 

review. In the opinion of both the teacher who taught the 

groups and the investigator, the science bee was one of the 

most effective and successful parts of the 11 experimental” 

method. 

iJothinpr unusual developed in the pupil reports, experi¬ 

ments, and other outside work. 
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CHAPTER IV 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE 

Thia tnesia ia a report of an investigation of the rela¬ 

tive effectiveness of the "lecture-demonstration” and the "ex¬ 

perimental" methods in the teaohing of general science. 

The problem—The study is concerned only with the 

question, "Mil punils studying first year high sohool general 

science assimilate more subject matter when studying under the 

"lecture-demonstration" method than under the "experimental" 

method?". (See Chapter III). 

(2) The subject—Fifty-six general science pupils at the 

Amherst High 3ohool, .Amherst, Massachusetts, were used as sub¬ 

jects in this study* The pupils in thia group were typical of 

the high school, but they were a "selected" group in that all 

of.them scored aa high as the average high school freshman 
1 

(ninth grade) on the Haggerty Reading Examination • All of 

the pupils lived either in the town of Amherst or on farms on 

the outskirts of the town. They were constantly exposed to 

more than the usual "academic and intellectual" activities in 
£ 

that two colleges are located in Amherst • 

Amherst, located in the Connecticut Valley, is essentially 

a residential town, has little or no industrial interests, and 

serves a predominantly agricultural area. 

(3) The materials—Several tests and scales were used in 

this study: 

a. Intelligence quotients were determined from scores 

l7—n.w.rty 'tf.L and L.C.. Haggerty • ending Examinations 5i<nnaJ? 
form A. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y. World Book Company. 

2. Amherst College and Massachusetts State College. 
40. 
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made on the "Otis Quick-Sooring Mental Ability Testa". Gamma 

Test. Form A . The coefficient of correlation of this teat 

is .86; and it is considered to be quite valid by its authors. 

3 b- The M;Dvorak General Science Scales", Forms T-2 and 

S-2 , were used to measure general scienoe achievement. These 

scales, containing several items of the Ruch-Popenoe General 

Science Teat , were constructed on the basis of scores made by 

10,000 pupils in twenty-two large, medium, and small high 

schools. Both forms are of equal difficulty. 

o. A long objective test was constructed by the investl 

gator for the pumose of measuring assimilation of subject mat 

ter studied during the experiment. The test consisted of one- 

hundred True-False, forty Fill-in, twenty-eight matching ques¬ 

tions, and twenty problems. The scores on even-numbered ques¬ 

tions, when correlated with the scores on odd-numbered ones, 

produced a coefficient of correlation of .876, with a P.E. of 

• 0225, calculated from the formulae 

3a. Otis, Arthur 3.. oils Cuiok-Soorlng liental Ability Te3t3; 
Form A, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, World Sook Company. 

3. Dvorak, August, General Science Scales, Forms T-2 and S-2, 
Bloomington, Illinois, Public School Publishing Co., 1924. 

4. In the introductory pamphlet of Dvorak "General Science 
Scales", Ibid. 

5. This examination will be referred to as the"Gruner Science 
Test" whenever mention is made of it in this reuort. 
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- eve. <• T' - —U_ 

O'* -CTy 

p.E = * .67<ff C/-?'*) 7 
f7v~ 

Tho self-correction of the teat 

Spearman-Brown Prophnoj Fcraula 

r =coefficient of 
correlation, a * number of 
pupils, ay* aum of the 
products of the deviation* 
from the xy axis, o and 
Oy “ the oorraotIon ror x 
«M y axes , and £rx and (f y 
aro standard deviations of 
the snores on the x and y 
axes. 

wno .934, as calculated from 
8 

H - the nun her of tinea 
Kjr~ -tt ~ r_ the test la /riven, and r * 
Sf‘'’ | r (H-Or the self-oorrel at i on of the 

t*o parts of the teat. 

where r erpale the coefficient of the odd and oven numbered 

cuestionn, and If oruala two, the number of tines the examin¬ 

ation would theoretically here been driven to pet the correlation. 

The index of reliability of the test was .966, calculated from 
9 

the formula . 

Index of reliabilitys y*\ielf 

A oory of the tost is included in Appendix I. 

d. Three najor science units wbre outlined, and lists 

of "Suggested Teacher** and "Suggested “upil" activity was pre¬ 

pared os guides for the teacher who taught the olt sees. These 

V. oftali. l/eaaureiaent. pp. 527-530. This fortsula 
is here presented in n etlphiiy different for® in order to 
be consistent with letters use<i in formula© which follow. 

7. Ibid. 

8. Ibid. Leo appendix III for Calculations. 

9. Ibid. 



units were: 

!• pow«r to do things—Machines, 

II# Heat, 

III. Sound. 

The unit outlines, the teacher ruide lists, and the refer¬ 

ences from *hioh they wore drawn, are Included in Appendix 

IT# Eleven General Science Texts were used in oonBtruoting 

these outlinos# 

e. In order to measure delayed recall, the investigator 

constructed two tests of twenty questions each. The oueetions, 

taken from the "Gruner Soienoe Test" mentioned previously, 

were selected with emphasis on principles whioh the pupils 

were expected to retain. The first teat contained ouestions 

on material whioh the students studied during the first stage 

of the experiment; and the second teat contained questions on 

material studied during the second atngc of the experiment. 

Eaoh test contained fifteen True-False questions and five 

Fill-ine. The classes were not warned that they were to he 

quizzed# (sec Appendix I.C.), 

f# A questionnaire was constructed hy the investigator 

in order to ascertain which of the methods the pupils preferred. 

The questionnaire contained forty questions, hut all of them 

oentered around hut one—"Which method did you like better?". 

A copy of the questionnaire is included in Appendix IV# 

g. Several short, objective quizzes on material studied 

during the previous day were used to measure immediate recall# 
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Samples of these ouizzes are included in Appendix lb. 

(4) The procedure-..The following ateps were taken in 

the experiment: 

a. Pairing—In order to obtain two equivalent groups, 

the fifty-six first year science nupils were paired on the 

bases of: 

1. I.Q.—as determined by the "Otis Quick-Scoring 
Mental Ability Test"f3®’ 

8. General Science knowledge—as determined by 
the "Dvorak General Science Scales*’^ 

3. Knowledge of the units to be studied—as deter¬ 
mined by the "Gruner Science Test", 

4. Chronological age, and 
5. Sex. 

b. Pretests—The scores made on the Dvorak and the 

Gruner tests were used as pretest scores, and may be inter¬ 

preted as the zero point of the experiment. The Dvorak Test 

and the True-False section of the Gruner Test were corrected 
* 

and scored on the basis of the formula 

Score = Humber right - Number wrong 
dumberof choices - 1 

in order to eliminate the error caused by guessing. 

c. Carry out the first section of experiment—then 

measure effeots—The experiment was run for six weeks. Group 

A was the control group and was taught by the "lecture-demon¬ 

stration" method; Group B was the experimental group and was 

instructed by the "experimental" method. At the end of the 

six week period, the Dvorak and Gruner tests were given to the 

pupils. 

ICH Greene, H.A. and Jorgensen, A.N., Use and Interpretation 
of High School Scores, Longmans Green and Company, (1937) 

p. 86. 
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d. Carry out the second section of the experiment_then 

measure the effects—The groups were rotated, that is Group B 

became the control group and Group A became the experimental 

one, and the experiment continued for six more nohool weeks. 

the end of this time, the Dvorak and Gruner tests were given 

again. Since two forms of the Dvorak test were available, both 

Are nsed—T-2 at the beginning and end of the experiment and 

Form S-2 at the rotation point. 

e. Quizzes—Several identical, short quizzes were given 

to both classes at irregular intervals to determine immediate 

recall. Four were useding during the first part of the experi¬ 

ment, and six during the second part. 

f. Statistical treatment of results—Because none of the 

pairs of pupils were exactly ecuivalent at the start of the ex¬ 

periment, and because they were farther apart at the rotation 

point, individual gains from the pretest to the half-way test 

and from the half-way teat to the final test were calculated, 

tabulated, and statistically treated to determine (1) means, M 

(2) standard deviations, S.D. (3) standard error of the means, 

S.E. (4) standard error of the difference between two means, 
m 11 

L.E.ji and (5) critical ratios, C.R. The following formulae 

were used in the calculations: 

(1) M= IU + (gfd)l x g 

11^ Tiers E.Vi.. Tests and Measurements for Teachers, Boston, 
Houghton Mifflin Co.^ (1931) p. ££>4. 
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(2) S.D. ~ 
YJhere ii interval be¬ 
tween scatter groups. 
N= number of pupils and 

(3) 

(4) 
m£' chosen mean* 

(5) Critical Ratio —«Difference between means 
§7^-— 

otatiaticians say that in order to be sure that there is 

a real difference between two groups, the critical ratio must 

ecual at least 3.0. The results of the calculations are ex¬ 

plained and summarized in Chapter V. 

g* The questionnaire—At the end of the experiment, the 

tea oiling methods were explained to the pupils. A questionnaire 

was then given them in order to determine which of the two 

methods they preferred. The questionnaire, constructed by the 

investigator, contained forty questions, several of which were 

actual repeats* All of the questions centered around the one 

major question, "thioh of the methods do you prefer?". In 

order to get the pupils true opinion, the investigator required 

that no pupil sign his paper. 

(5) Analysis of the control—By means of the agents 

described under "Pairing", it was possible to obtain twenty-six 

pairs of pupils; but before the end of the experiment, it was 

necessary to eliminate two pairs because of absence and failure 

to make-up work. The results of the pairing and grouping are 

summarized in Table I* 
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TABLE I 

CC.-PARISOH 0^ TROUP A AND GROUP B ftTTTT RPST>w»n.»p «rn 

DEVIATIONS 

Class A Class B Difference 
A B 

I.Q. 102.6 ± 12.3 102.0 t 10.6 + .6 

C.A. 14-6 i 9.2 14-5 ±8.0 * 1 mo. 

Dvorak 23.8 t 12.5 23.1 i 8.9 * • 7 

Gruner 25.5 ± 17.2 25.5 ± 15.2 i 0 

It will be noted in this table that Class A and Cla38 B are 

almost equivalent, but that in all oases bat the "Gruner Sci¬ 

ence Test" Class A has a slight advantage. A study of the 

standard deviations shows that Class A is the more variable 

group. 

Both of the groups were taught by the same teacher for a 

fifty minute period five days a week for twelve school weeks. 

Class A met during the first period. Class B during the second 

period of a six period school day. The teacher of the groups 

was supplied with outlines and guides. He studied these and 

discussed them with the investigator until he clearly under¬ 

stood the experimental method. The control of this experiment 

appears to be sufficiently accurate so that one could state 

that the differences in achievement that might appear between 

the grouns would be due to the single variable—method. 
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CHAPTER Y 

SUMMARY OP DATA 

In order to determine the relative effectiveness of the 

"lecture-demonstration" and the "experimental" methods, two 

eouivalent groupe were instructed by both of the methods in 

successive stages of an experiment. The pupils were then tested 

with the various teste desoribed under "The materials" in 

Chapter IV. The pupils' scores wore obtained, sains for both 

stages of the experiment were oaloulated, tabulated, and sta¬ 

tistically treated to determine whether or not a real differ- 

enoe existed between the groups, 

(1) Results from the "Dvorak General Science Soales"-- 

During the first stage of the experiment. Group A was the Con¬ 

trol Group and Group B was the Experimental one. Table II shows 

the gains made by these groups. It will be noted that even 

though Class A has a slightly higher mean than Class B, Class 

B has a lower S.D. and, in general, has a lower freauenoy in 
1 

the lower part of the table. The critical ratio of the gains 

made by the groups is very small. 

During the second stage of the experiment. Class A was the 

Experimental and Class B was the Control Group. Table II also 

shows the gains made by these groups during this part of the 

experiment. Again the Control Group shows a slightly higher mean 

than does the Experimental Group. An inconsistency appears in 

1 nhe critical ratio is the numerical difference between two 
sets of scores divided by the S.E.,. The figure muet be 
at least three to indicate a significant difference. 

48 
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TABLE II 

GAINS OBTAINED BY BOTH GROUPS ON THE "dvorav 
ehob SCALES" job BMW ™ SOI- 

Units 
Gained 

First 
No. pupils 
in Group A 

Stage 

B 

— ■ 1 “ 

Second Stage 
No. pupils 
in Group A b 

15 1 2 

12 1 1 1 

9 2 3 4 

6 6 1 2 3 

3 4 6 3 5 

0 5 5 6 5 

3 1 4 5 2 

6 1 2 4 3 

9 1 2 1 

- 12 1 1 1 

- 16 2 

Means 2.6 2.4 2.0 2.5 
S.D. 7.7 5.5 6.5 5.9 
S.E.m 1.6 1.1 1.3 1.1 
s.E.a 1.9 1.7 
C.R. .1 .3 

the S.D. in that the Experimental Group proves to be a little 

leas variable than the Control. And, even though Class B has 

a slightly higher mean than Class A, Class A shov/s a higher fre 

ouenoy in the upper part of the table. Here again the critical 

ratio of the gains is very small. 
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(8) from the "Qruner Sol.n«. .^-.-r the 

first part of the experiment, Class A was the Control and Class 

B was the Experimental Group. Table III shows the wains made 

by the proups on the examination. The experimental Group showed 

a mean wain of 3.3 more than the Control Group. Very .ttiking 

in the higher frequency of Class B in the upper part of the 

table, particularly since Class A shows no freouenoy there at 

all. However, the difference between the groups is so small 

in contrast to the S.E.^, that the oritioal ratio of the gains 

is insignificant• 

During the second stage of the experiment. Class A was the 

Experimental and Class B was the Control Group. Here, again, 

the Experimental Group shows a mean gain of 6.4 higher than the 

mean gain of the Control Group. And consistent with the results 

of the first stage of the etueriment. Group A has a higher fre¬ 

quency in the upper part of the table. And, even though the 

oritioal ratio of the gain is much larger than that of the first 

part of the experiment, it is still too small to be significant. 

Results from the delayed reoall tests—During the first 

stage of the experiment. Class B was the Experimental Group. 

Table IV shows that this group produced a higher mean than the 

Control Group on a test covering material studied twelve weeks 

earlier. The difference between the groups, however, is too 

small to be significant. 

Class B was the Experimental Group during the second stage 

of the experiment. And as on the previous test, the Experimental 
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TABLE III 

GAINS OBTAINED BY BOTH GROUPS ON THE "GRUNER SCIENCE TEST" *OR 
__ B°TH STAGES OF THE EXPERIMENT ' " °R 

tJnita 
Gained 

First Stop© 
No. pupils 
in Group A B 

Second Stap-e 
No. pupils 
in Group A b 

80 

75 

70 

65 

60 

66 

50 

45 

40 

35 

30 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

5 

- 10 

- 16 

- 20 
Means 
S.D. 
S.E.m 

S .E.fl 

1 

1 

39.8 43.1 
16.8 23.1 

3.4 4.7 
5.8 

• 6 

1 1 

1 

1 
13.5 7.1 
11.2 12.1 
2.3 2.5 

3.4 
1.9 
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TABLE IV 

SCORES OBTAINED BY BOTH GROUPS ON THE DELAY** pv^tt 
TESTS COVERING THE MATERIAL OF BOTH STAG, S CP THE 

EXPERIMENT 

Scores 

fest on Material 
of First Stage 

No. pupils in 
Group A. Group B 

"I'est on Material 
of Second Stage 

No. pupils in 
Group A Group B 

18 
1 

16 2 1 4 6 

14 2 3 6 3 

12 4 4 3 1 

10 2 6 1 4 

8 . 6 6 3 5 

6 4 2 3 4 

4 3 2 3 1 

2 0 1 

0 1 

Mean 9.8 10.8 12.1 11.2 
S.D. 4.0 3.0 4.4 4.2 
S.E. • 8 .6 .9 • 9 
s.s.T 1.0 1.3 
C.R. 1.0 .7 

Group produced a higher mean than the Control Group on a teat on 

material studied six weeks earlier; hut the difference between 

the two was not enough to he significant. It might he observed 

that, similar to the results of the other tost3 used in the experi¬ 

ment, the results shown in Table TV include more experimental 

than control pupils in the highest scores. 
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,4) *rom the qiilzgeH—vnu-ino- the flr8t part Qf 

the experiment. Class A was the Control and Class B was the 

Experimental Group. Table V shows that the mean soores mad. 

by the groups are consistent with the results obtained from the 

"Grnner Soienoe Test"; the Experimental Grouu shows a higher 

mean than the Control Group. Similarly, the same group shows 

a higher frequency in the upper part of the table, and a lower 

frecuenoy in the lower part of the table. The gain, however, 

is too small to allow a critical ratio that would have statis- 

tical significance. 

The groups were rotated for the second stage of the experi¬ 

ment. Again the Experimental Group shows a higher mean than the 

Control. The high freouency of the Experimental Group in the 

upper part of the table is most striking when contrasted with the 

low freouency of the Control Group in this part of the table. 

The critical ratio approaches significance in this case, but is 

a little too small to allow one to say that a definite difference 

exists between the groups. 

(5) Results from the questionnaire—On the whole, the pupils 

are ouite definitely in favor of the "experimental” method. Table 

VI shows the percentage of pupils who favored the "experimental" 

method. The average percentage in favor of the "experimental" meth¬ 

od is 65.3. This figure must not be looked upon as being of great 

significance because of the fact that the newness of the method and 

the very fact that the method was a departure from the ordinary 

would appeal to the pupils. 

The answers to the cuestions that were repeated were net too 

consistent. Pupils answered "yes" to one question, and tnen "no" 
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-4 N g » 

SC022S CmiHEfc BY BC?H 0H0U?8 CU ^UIJSr,£8 fr-v BOTH 
3TA5S3 CF THE JUPKIUKI* TH 

46 

4£ 1 2 

39 2 £ 2 1 

36 1 1 4 £ 

33 1 2 1 

SO a & £ 

£7 5 £ 1 3 

£4 1 5 1 £ 

£1 3 5 2 2 

18 £ 3 £ 2 

15 £ 3 3 6 

1£ 4 £ 1 

9 

6 1 2 

£4.8 £6.9 31.5 £3.4 
8.1>. 9.5 6.9 12.4 9.0 
S • is. £.0 1.4 £.5 1.8 
8 • i&« ^ £.41 3. 1 
C.K. .5 £. 6 
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TABLE VI 

PERCENTAGE O1 PUPILS FAVORING TEE " EXCISE I MEN "AL" 
METHOD ON EACH 0^ THE FORTY QUESTIONS 

ASKED ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Question 
number 

^favoring the 
exp't’l method 

Question 
number 

#favorin* the 
exp't * 1 method 

1 68.5 21 47.2 
2 - 22 75.4 
3 57.7 23 31.4 
4 37.0 24 61.6 
6 - 25 71.6 
6 88.5 £6 62.2 
7 86.8 27 52.8 
8 55.6 28 74.1 
9 85.2 29 67.9 

10 69.8 30 66.6 
11 - 31 60.4 
12 - 32 60.4 
13 76.9 33 75.4 
14 76.9 34 78.8 
15 - 35 46.0 
16 59.2 36 58.5 
17 85.2 37 35.3 
18 66.1 38 75.0 
19 47.1 39 75.0 
20 69.2 40* 90.0 

to the same oueation when it was repeated, 

A summary of the reasons presented in the answers to ques¬ 

tion number forty, "Why do you like the "experimental” method?" 

includes: 

(1) "It is more fUfe". 

(2) "I learned things that were in other hooks whioh I 
had not read." 

(3) "It is more interesting." 

^ Question 40 was ‘the most important question on the reaper. ihe 
pupils were given a review of the pro and con aspects of the 
two methods by the previous questions. Question 40 asks which 

method they like and why. 
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(4) 

(6) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

sx::;.- • “*i” -«• «>» ~ k 
^ttdir.Un4.-elPfUl a"d mak°8 th° *0rk eHai#r *«» 

"--beonuee you have more of a ohanoe to be oall.rt „„ 
to aee what you know." Bailed on 

"It la more Interesting to listen and to talk In a 
olnss disousslon than to answer nuestions." 

’r;,rc;r:were a iot °f *■" *nd i*« 

The ohief objeotlona to the "experimental" method were: 

(1) "It is too easy." 

(2) "The assignments weren't definite." 

(3) "I had to do too much reading." 

(4) "I wasted a lot of time." 

(5) "I couldn't understand the work as well as when the 
tenohtr did all of the explaining.19 

These statements are typical of what the whole prroup had to say 

on the Questionnaire, and are actual Quotations from some of 

the parers. It will he noticed in Table VI that 90# of the pttrils 

wonted to continue studying under the "experimental" method* 
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OTMPTZR VI 

gmekai SUMMABY, conclusions and 
limitations 

fl) Ogsgral Summary—Thls inT.etlg.tlon Is a study of 

e relative effeotirsness of the "lecture-demonstration" and 

—7rmethod8 in the teso,iing °f Mnerai •««. factual material. A study of the literature in science edu- 

oation failed to reveal any study comparing method, of this 

particular nature. The surrey, however, showed that for many 

Purposes the "lecture-demonstration" method was preferable to 

many other available methods, but that at best, it had its draw¬ 

back's. The "experimental" method was constructed by the invest! 

gator, who drew his ideas from several of the fairly successful 

contemporary methods. Three units of science were selected, 

carefully outlined, and organised from eleven standard text' 

books. Several teacher-guide sheets were prepared, and a de¬ 

tailed outline of the "experimental" method was construoted. 

Fifty-six pupils of the Amherst High Sohool were tested and 

on the basis of age, sex, I•<!., and achievement on the 

"iivcral; General Soience Soales" and the "Gruner Science Test". 

The experiment was conducted for twelve weeks, the groups being 

rot: ted at the end of a six week neriod. Suitable objective 

tests -ere used to measure assimilation of subject matter. Scores 

and gains were oalculated. tabulated, and statistically treated 

to determine whether or not a real difference existed between the 

two groups as taught by differont methods. 

,E) Cohclusions—The results and the obsarvations obtained 

from the described investigation make the following conclusions 

seem reasonable: 
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a. The ”experimental" method haa u alight, hut not a 

statistically Blfrnlfioant advantage over the "leotnre-demonstra- 

tion” method with respect to immediate recall. 

h. The "experimental" method has a slight, but not a 

statlstioally reliable advantage over the "leoture-domonstratlon” 

method with reapeot to assimilation of subject matter as shown 

by delayed recall. 

o. Fully as muoh, If not more meesureable material oan 

be taught by the "experimental" method as by the "lecture-demon- 

stration" method. 

d. The "experimental" method stimulatea much more pupil 

interest and activity than does the "lecture-demonstration” 

method• 

(3) Llmltatlons—The limitations of this investigation are 

suoh that one cannot urge the unconditional adoption of this 

method in all schools. This investigation is based on only forty- 

eight pupils in a small high school; a new and previously un¬ 

tried toot was used; only subject matter assimilation was mea- 

sured--all these factors cause the investigator to recommend 

♦■hat the experiment be 

aminations be created, 

be measured. 

repeated on a larger scale, that more ex- 

end that other tnan material outcomes 
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.nurTrre vii 

DI30U3SI0N AUD REOCMM38HDATTOH3 

(1) Diaougal on—As can easily bo seen from the aonolu- 

sions in the previous chapter, the "experimental" method offers 

little more material advantage than the "lecture-demonstration" 

method. However, material advantages are not the only things 

that are sought in teaohing methods; in fact, they are but a 

small part of the aims of teaching, A study of the results of 

the questionnaire shows that many (<W) of the pupils favored 

the "experimental” method because it gave "something" to the 

course that it didn*t have under the "lecture-demonstration" 

method, A study of the results of the tests used in the experi¬ 

ment shows that pupils learn little more by one method than by 

another. It might appear that no matter what method a diligent 

teacher might use, his pupils will absorb only a certain amount 

of information and no more. But, no matter how mush measureable 

material the pupils learn, the teacher must be concerned with 

the many factors that contribute to the learning and its subse- 

cuent outcomes, 

(2) Hecominendations—This investigation has proved that 

the "experimental" method is at least as good as the "lecture- 

demonstration" method. And, it might be contended that the "ex¬ 

perimental” method 

a, allows the pupils to get acouainted with science on 
a more personal and intimate basis, 

b, allows the pupils to tal> over vrhat they themselves 
see in science, and 

o. divorces the study of science from drudgery. 
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This, however, ia opinion based on close observation end not 

on conclusion drown from objective data. Therefore, it is 

recommended that the experiment be repeated for the pnrnose of 

measuring some of the^e leas tangible outcomes. 
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A. The Gruner Solenoe Test:- 

SECTION I 

Mark all statements which a5re true with-t* 
statements with -. Do not guess. T* 

A. Energy and Work. 

Mark false 

1. 
2* 

_ 

. 4. 
5, 
6, 
7, ; 8, 
9. 

‘ 10. 
; ii. 
. 12. 

13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 

28 . 
29. 
30. 
31. 

? ^ against the side of a house la doing work 
f lyin* on » table has potential energy. 

eier^ S“‘rej oannot te Into potential ou“rgy. 

being*lifted*r^ 18 3t°re<1 UP ln 8 b°dy as U ls 
Energy cannot he destroyed. 
Energy is the capacity to do work, 
V.ork always implies motion, 
i.he higher up a body is, the more potential energy 
1 x lias f 

The columns supporting a building are doing work. 
The unit of work is "Horse Power", 
One H.P. thesmount of vrork done by a horse in lifting 
one pound one foot. 
10 foot lbs. of work are done in lifting 20 lbs, 
6 inches. 
H.P. work x distance. 
James Watt invented H.P. 
Horse Power involves time. 
Heat is a form of energy. 
"Perpetual motion" machines are energy saving devices. 
Inertia is the tendency of a body to remain as it 
is, either in motion or at rest. 
All forms of energy can be measured. 
The sun is the basic source of energy. 
The simplest machine is an inclined plane. 
A machine is a device for transforming and applying 
energy. 
There are three classes of levers. 
A wheelbarrow illustrates a second class lever. 
The shorter the resistance arm of a lever, the greater 
a weight can be lifted. 
A pair of shears for cutting tin should have long 
handles and short blades. 
Pulleys are modified levers. 

Energy is gained when a simnle pulley is used in 
lifting a heavy weight. 
A combination of a movable pulley with a fixed pulley 
is called a "block and tackle". 
The longer the handle on a windlass, the greater the 
effort necessary to lift a weight. 
More energy is used up in lifting a 300 lb. weight by 
hand than by means of a pulley. 
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32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
5£. 
63. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
69. 
''.0. 
51. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66 • 

67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 

Efficiency (output input) x 100. 
I'esistanoe to motion iB called friction. 

is greater than sliding friction. 
Skidding is caused by low friction. 
Oil reduces friction. 
The err eater the weight, the smaller the inertia of 
a tody. 
The mechanical advantage of the inclined olane the 
length of the inclined plane x its height. 
A wedge ohanges the direction of the force anplied 
to it• 
The finer a thread of a screw, the smaller the 
mechanical advantage. 
The greater the friction a machine has to overcome, 
the greater the efficiency of the machine, 
Energy of steam or running water is converted into 
electric energy by means of turbines. 
Gasoline forms an explosive mixture with air. 
A gasoline engine loses power if the spark comes too 
late. 
Gasoline engines are four-cycle engines. 
Engines which force fuel oil into hot air are called 
Diesel engines. 
All the cylinders of a gas engine fire at once. 
Explosions create large volumes of gases. 
Transportation is one of the most important contemporary 
industries. 
Hoads have curved surfaces to allow for contraction in 
winter• 
Steam locomotives are good hill climbers. 
Heat travels in waves. 
Heat cannot be reflected. 
Heat Is a form of energy. 
White clothing absorbs more heat than dark clothing. 
Compound bars are used in thermostats. 
Wgter is not a good substance to use in a thermometer. 
1 C • 5/9 F. q 0 _ _ _ _ 
The formula for converting C. to F. is F. 6/9 0. -32. 
Absolute zero has been reached. 
Solids expand on heating. 
Gasc3 contract on heating. 
Heat is the same as temperature. 
When water freezes it gives up heat. 
Water freezes at 32°C. 
Heat has weight. 
A calorie is the same as a B.T.U. 
Conduction of heat Is the passing alone of molecular 
motion from one erotic of moleoules to another. 

Gold air rises. 
Air is a good heat insulator. 

is hotter than boiling water. 
It is a good idea to wrap ice in paper before putting 

it in an ice chest. 
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_ 73» A substance cannot be hotter than E12°F. 
___etela are poor conductors of heat, 

- 75‘ of°"hll?l\allZ1n*r,it0T d9rend8 °n the 

- 78 • ater la a good conductor of heat, 
_______ 77. Sound is energy, 

_ 78« Air is a better conductor of sound than water. 
_ Vibrations produce sound. 
— 80* Wood and metals cannot carry sound, 

8^-* Echoes aro caused by the abaorhtion of sound. 
- 8^* A Fathometer 13 an instrument for measuring sound 

intensity. 
_ 83* Curtains are hung at the back of auditoriums to 

reflect sound, 
_ £4* Increase of tension of a vibrating string raises 

the pitch of the sound produced by it. 
_ 88* The pitch of a wire depends upon the diameter of the 

wire. 
_ 88. The length of a wire has no effect on the pitch of 

the sound produced by it. 
_ 87* The pitch of a sound depends on the number of vibra¬ 

tions per second. 
_ 88. Music and noise are the same thing. 
_ 89. Sound is the sensation that arises when impulses from 

nerve fibers reach the brain. 
_ 90. The larynx is commonly called the "voice box*1. 
_ 91. Sound produced by a phonograph is caused by the 

vibration of a diaphragm. 
_ 92. Sound cannot be produced by vibrating columns of 

air. 
_ 93. The grooves on a phongraph record are smooth. 
_ 94. Sound travels well through loosely woven fabric. 
_ 95. A compound note is a fundamental note. 

96. A sounding tuning-fork can make another tuning-fork 
of different pitch vibrate. 

97. Sound is not conducted through a vacuum. 
98. A large drum produces a note with a higher pitch 

than the note produced by a small drum. 
99. Sound waves tend to travel outward in all directions 

from the source. 
100. Sound travels through air at the rate of 186,000 

miles per rnimtes. 

SECIIOH II 

Fill in the blanks. 

1-6. The six simple machines are: 
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Machines 
1. -—* 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7-8* Foot pounds x 
* — a ___________ • 

9. One horse oan raise pounds 1 ft. 
in 1 minute. 

10* The support on which a lever rests is 
called _. 

11. A crowbar is a lever of the class. 
12. A wheelbarrow is a lever of the 

class. - 
13. Resistance to motion is called . 
14. The tendency to remain ”as is” is 

called _. 
15. Screws are really modified _. 
16. The ratio between resistance and effort 

is called _. 
17. A __ controls the entrance and exit 

of steam in a steam engine. 
18. A gasoline engine is driven by a series 

of _. ' 
19. The air and gas mixture used in a gasoline 

engine is prepared in a_. 
20. Steam engines depend upon the principle 

of 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

Directions. Fill in the blanks at the right hand aide of the paper 
wiih the-word or words omitted. 

1. The best color for absorbing heat is . 
2. The distribution of heat by the circulation 

of air or water is called_• 
3. Heat travels from the sun to the earth by a 

method oalled . 
4. Heat travels from the inside of a radiator 

to the outside by a method oalled ______• 
6. The amount of heat necessary to raise the 

temperature of one gram of water 1 G. is 
oalled _• 

6. The source of all heat Js__• 
7. Of the three substances, wood, copper, and 

porcelain, _ i9 the best heat conductor. 
10. Three types of thermometer scales are_•_ 

- 

11. Sound is caused by 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5- 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
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12. 
13. 
14. 

3ound waves travel through air at a rate of 
^t. per second. 

^choes are caused by _ 0f sound. 
j.ne pitch of a wire varies (3) 

17. The sound produced when overtones do not 
harmonize with the fundamental note is 
called _. 

16. The aouncT produced by a phonograph depends 
upon the vibration of the 

19. ind instruments depend ur>on principle of 
^^___ • 

20. An instrument used to measure the depth of 
the ocean is called _, 

SECTION III 

12. 
13. 
14. 
16. 
16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Problems. 

Now rauoh work does a 150 lb, hoy do in getting from the ground 
to the roof of a building 60 feet high? 

_Ana. 

2. The boy runs up the stairs at top speed and gets to the roof 
in 1 minute. Vhat horse power does his action display? 

_Ans • 

3. A boy, weighing 100 lbs. is sitting on the end of a board 
which is 10 feet long. The board is resting on a sawhorse; 
the point of contact on the board is just 6 feet from the 
end where the boy is sitting. That weight must be placed 
at the other and to just balance the boy? 

_Ans. 

4. John wishes to lift a box weighing 300 lbs. He has one 
double pulley and one single nullev with vfcioh to work. 
That Is the minmum force John must be able to exert in 
order to lift the box? 

Ans. 

5. A man, by using a system of pulleys, can lift 1000 lbs. 
by exerting 250 lbs. of force. That is the mechanical 
advantage? 

Ans. 

6. That is the efficiency of a machine that requires 50C ft. 
lbs. of available work to produce 400 ft. lbs. of usable 

work? 
A ns 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10, 

The handle of a windlass is 2 feet lone* 

he.free ln°heS- H°W m^oh^oroe is necessary 

Ans. 

A boy can exert 100 lbs* of forae. He wants to ii-m- o v 

25P lba* to a Platform which is 2.5 ft. high °*' 

?£ IVSilrT** m"Bt be U8e* ln °raer t0 *ct io* onto 

Ana. 

The handle of a screw Jack Is 5 feet long. The pitoh of 
the screw Is one-half inoh. How much force will he pro- 

tondle? * °f 5 lb9' 1S °Xert9d 8t the 8,14 0t 
Ans. 

In what class of levers is the mechanical advantage 
greatest? 

__Ans. 

Directions. In the following write the answer in the blank at 
the right. 

1. 40°Q. ? °p. n 
2. 122°F ? °Q.   2! 
3. How many pounds of ordinary coal are necessary to 

raise the temperature of 504 grams of water 2*0.? 3. 
4. Your mother wraps a cake of ice in newspaper before 

she puts it in the icebox. Is this good economy? 4. 
5. A man wishes to install heating units in a very 

large house. Y*hat method of heating do you advise? 
a) electrical b) steam o) hot water d) hot air _ 5. 

6. We hear an echo 4 seconds after the original soun5 
was produced. How far away is the reflecting 
wall? __ 6. 

7. A musician wishes to make stringed instruments which 
will produce a shrill sound. Y.hat do you advise him 
to use? a) a long thick string b) a short thick string 
o) a long thin string d) a short thin string _ 7. 

8. The manager of a theatre finds that echoes make 
distinct hearing difficult. Yvhat do you advise him 
to do? a) open windows b) rebuild the theatre c) hang 
curtains along the back of the hall d) r>ut carpets on 
the floor e) ask the people to listen more closely__ 8. 

9. A fathometer registers an elanse of 2.5 seconds 
between the start of a sound and its reception by 
a hydraphone. How deen is the ocean at that snot? 9. 

10. Something is wrong with your phonograph. The moto~ 
seems to work well; but a scratching sound, or no 
sound at all is produced, ’hat would you do? 
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a. take the motor apart for examination 
d. examine the diaphragm and needle 
o. try a different record 
d. oall a repair man 
e. take the speaking horn off for examination 

|ir|cti£|s: m the column at left, mark the number of the term 
hich has close connection with the phra3ea in the oenter list. 

1> absolute zero 
_2. absorbtion 

B.T.Uv 
4. calorie 

_5. conduction 
_6. convection 
_7. echo 
_8. energy 

9. expansion 
"To. force 
Tl. friction 
JL2. fulcrum 
_13. gas engine 
JL4. heat 
15. H.P. 
16. inclined plane 
T7. inertia 
18. mechanical tiw 
T9, momentum 
TO. overtones 

potential 
power 
advantage latent 
turbine 
vibration 
volatile 
work 

& • 

b. 
o. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
5 • 

k. 

l. 
m. 
n. 

o. 
p. 
c. 

r. 
t. 

21. 
T2. 
23. 
T4. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. zero degress centigrade 

oaoaoity to do work 
the push or pull which moves a body 
rate of doing work 
energy of position 
supports a lever 
ratio between resistance and effort 
resistance to motion 
weight x velocity 
a molecular form of motion 
tendency of a body at rest to remain 
at rest 
converts mechanical energy into 
eleotrical energy 
principle of thermometers 
absence of all heat 
heat necessary to raise 1 gr. H20 
IOC. 
heat of vaporization 
evaporate readily at room temperature 
massing of molecular motion from one 
group 
produces sound 
vibrations in halves 
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Xnd^t.iWh.thjr o^nottt. follow!^ ar. true, 

1. Energy is the capacity to do work. 

£• Work always involves motion. 

3. Energy is the same power. 

4. Energy and work are both measured in terms 
of foot-pounds. 

6. The lever is the simplest machine. 

6. A second olass lever has the fulcrum placed 
between the effort and the resistance. 

7. Effort x Resistance eouals effort distance 
times resistance distance. 

8. A see-saw is an example of a first olass lever. 

9. A pulley system may be used to change the 
direction of a force. 

10. Meohanioal advantage is given by the ratio 
of effort to resistance. 

11. The oapatan is one form of the inclined 
plane. 

IE. The efficiency of a machine is affected by 
the amount of friction in it. 

13. Maohines may make use of friction, weight 
and inertia. _ 

14. A man pushes with a force of 100 lbs. in 
order to roll a barrel up a plank into a 
truok whioh is three feet above the ground. 
He does 300 ft.-lbs. of work. _ 

15. A 500 lb. weight has more inertia than a 
5 lb. weight. _ 
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Sample Quizzes: 

•sw/ss-.s r? Tt%:^rinn ’•tat~*t8 — 
1. In an automobile en.Tine the carburetor mixes 

vaporized gas with air. 

2. Diesel engines run on kerosene. 

3. In a four cylinder auto anpine, there are 
four valves. 

4. The compression stroke of an engine comes 
just before the pov.-er stroke. 

5. Burning takes place inside the auto cylinder. 

6. Burning takes place inside the steam engine 
cylinder. 

7. The cam shaft controls the action of the 
pistons. 

8. The differential allows an auto to have 
different mechanical advantages. 

9. The speed of a steam engine is controlled 
by a slide voJLve. 

10. In a steam turbine, rectilinear motion is 
changed to circitlar motion. 
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0. Delayed Recall Tests: - 

Section I 

Directions: 
or False. 

- Fill in the blanks with + or 
Supply the missing word where “ to indicate Tru 

necessary. 
e 

1. 
2. 
5. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 
15. 

*5*uT&r„; 

Perpetual motion" machines are energy savins 
There are three classes of levers " * oeB< 

?®r® i 2? uae<i *P m lifting a 5500-lt. weight 
hy hand then by means of a pulley. 
Resistance to motion is called friction. 
The greater the weight, the smaller the inertia of 

A wedge changes the direction of the force applied 
XO It t 

forms of energy can be measured. 
Potential energy can be converted into kinetic energy, 
xhe energy of steam or running water is converted into 
electrical energy by means of turbines. 
Roads have curved surfaces to allow for expansion 
in summer. 
A gasoline burning engine is called a diesel engine. 
10 foot lbs. of work are done in lifting 20 lbe. 
6 inches. 

— _ 16* The supnort on which a lever rests is 
called ---. 

__ 17. A-- controls the entrance and exit of 
steam in a steam engine. 

__ 18. The ratio between resistance and effort 
is called —-—• 

... _ 19. The air and gas mixture usod in a gasoline 
engine is prepared in a -. 

_—_________________ 20. A boy weighs 100 lbs. He makes a see-saw 
from a 10 ft. board by placing in on a 
saw horse. The boy is 6 ft. from the saw 
horse. V.'hat weight must he Placed on the 
other end of the board to just balance 
the boy? 

Section II 

Directions:- Fill in the blonds with - or - to indicate True or 
False, ttuuply the missing word where necessary. 

1. Heat travels in wavos. 
2. Solids expand on being heated. 
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. ®* ' ater freezes at 32°C. 

. 4. Cold air rises, 
- fTetals are poor conductors of heat, 

- 6* olothing°thing ab80rbs more heat than do63 dark 

’ ’* ofS"heI?^of°fu8ioc"?rat°r i9Pend3 UP°n ***»**• 
. 8. Sound is energy. 

. 9# T*ie Pitoh of a note depends upon the diameter of the 
wire producing it, 

10, ftood and metals carry sound, 
11, Curtains are hung at the hack of theaters to reflect 

• sound waves. 
12, Musio and noise are the same thin*, scientifically 

speaking. 
.13, Sound travels faster than light. 
,14. The length of a wire has no effect on the sound it pro¬ 

duces. 
15. Sound is conducted through a vacuum. 

__16. Echoes are caused "by-of sound. 
__17• An instrument used to measure the depth 

of the ocean is-. 
_18. Heat travels from the sun to the earth 

hy a method called --. 
_19. Scientists use the -—— thermometer scale 

_20. 40°C. --°F. 

■v 



APFMDIX II 

Unit Outlines 

A. Maobines 

B. Heat 

C. Sound 



Unit I : - 

Power to l)o Things:- 

AP SMDIX II 

(1) General Alms: 

1* To impart a knowledge and understanding of 

the basic principles and workings of the 

machines which make our age an age of speed, 

2* To oreate an interest and appreciation of 

tiie value of machines and inventors to our 

modern life, 

(2) Specific Objectives: 

1. To develop a picture of life as It must heve 

been before ’the machine age”. The rise of 

"progressive” civilization* 

2. To know what energy is - definition, forms, 

kinds and relationship, source, lew of con¬ 

servation of and convertibility, 

Zm To learn that work involves motion caused by 

force—that can he measured, 

4, To understand that the unit of rower is Horse 

Power and its measurement involves the time 

in doing work, 

a. To know that 1 Hr - 33,0CC ft, lbs. per 

minute, 

5. To know the principle and workings of the six 

simple machines. 

a. Lever - 1st, 2nd, and 3rd class, 

b. Pulley 

72 
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o* Y.heel and axle 

d. Inolined plane 

e« Serov; 

f* hedge 

6. To show that the pulley and the wheel and 

axle are really modified lovers; and that 

the wedge and the aorew are really modified 

inolined planes. 

7. To he able to recognise that complex machines 

arc really several simple machines working 

together. 

8. To learn the principle, parts, operation, 

and care of, 

a. Steam engine 

h. Steam turbine 

c. Gas Engine - carburetor 

d. Die3©l Engine. 

9. To realize that me chines ere only agents of 

work; that without the introduction of some 

form of energy, machines are useless. Also 

Transmission of po^er. 

10. To know the concept of mechanical advantage 

and from it be able to solve practical, every 

day, problems. 

11. To know that the efficiency of a machine is 

the output of energy over the input, and from 

this be able to solve practical, every day 

problems. 
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12. To understand the meaning and importanoe 

of friotlon and inertia — both a8 an aid 

and as a hindrance to humanity. 

13. To knor the production of our chief source 

of power--Eleotricity and how it is used. 

14. To understand to he able to scientifically 

define 

a. energy b. work c. H.P. d. force 

e. machine f. fulcrum g. Law of Levers 

h. Mechanical advantage i. Hfficienoy 

j. friction 

15. To aonreciate the application of machines 

in modern transportation. 

a. Locomotive 

h. Automobile 

c. Roads 

d. Bridges 

e. Water transportation 

f. Air 

16. The effect of machines on our standard and 

speed of living. 

a. What machines do for us. 

(3) Suggested Pupil Activity 

1. Written report on the life of man and his 

standards of living before the advent of 

complex machines. 
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*• List several activities involving the ex¬ 

penditure of energy. Traoe each to aouroe 

of energy. List several sources and types 

of energy. 

3. .lake a list of definitions—i.e. work, force, 

foot lh.t energy, H. P., eto. 

4. work several problems involving work and H.P. 

(i.e. weight, lifting, motors, etc.) 

5. Show that energy is not destroyed in doing 

work. 

6. List examples and use of the six simple ma¬ 

chines. work problems involving each type. 

Show relationship of each type to others. 

7. Resolve complex machines into simple machine 

constituents. Written reports on the work of 

famous inventors. 

8. Written reports and diagrams of steam and 

gas engines. 

9. List several machines—and sources of energy. 

10. Solve problems involving M. A. and Eff. 

Written reports on efficiency of local machines. 

11. List positive and negative aspects of friction 

and inertia. 

12. Usincr some pupils bicycle as object of study, 

analyze for simple machines. Mechanical ad¬ 

vantage. 
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(4) Suggested Demonstrations 

1* Pendulum - to show difference and relation¬ 

ship between Potential and Kinetic Energy, 

a. Demonstrate inertia* 

2* Demonstrate three classes of levers* 

3. Demonstrate various systems of pulleys* 

4. Demonstrate wheel and axle (windlass). 

5. Demonstrate use of inclined plane. 

6. Demonstrate use of screw* 

7* Demonstrate effects of friction and how it 

can be reduced. 

8. Show how one form of energy can easily be 

converted to another form* 

9. Demonstrate the steam engine. 

10* Demonstrate the steam turbine. 

11. Demonstrate the gas engine. 

12. Demonstrate sets of gears. 
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(6) Bibliography 

Clement, Collister, Thurston pur Surrounding* 
Syracuse, Mew York, Iroquois Pub. Co*—<T9M) 
pp. 242-269. * 

Excellent for definitions. 

Gruenbeig Undicker Science In Qur Lives 
Mew York, 7,orld Book Company, (1938) pp. 362-427. 

Exoellent Summaries, questions, and activities. 
Good presentation. 

Lake, Harley and Mellon Exploring The ‘rtorld of Science 
Boston, Silver, Burdetift Co., (193-0 pp. 293-335. 

Organized into several problem units. Good exer¬ 
cises. 

‘leister Living In A »orld of 3oience.Book II; 
Boston, Scribners & Low, (1935) Energy and Power, 
pp. 1-12 120-233. 

A long, but very adeouate and interesting dis¬ 
cussion of energy and pover. Good reviews, tests 
and suggestions at end of eaoh chapter. 

Snyder General Science 
Boston, Allyn Bacon, (1926), pp. 522-542. 

Pretty meager. Only essential facts, dry, etc. 

Catkins, Bedell General Science for Today 
Mew York, MacMillan Co., (1936), pp. 259-284. 

Excellent for unit questions and summary. Suggests 
outside "Things to do". 

V7eed, Rexford, Carroll Useful Science for High School 
Chicago, J. C. V inston Co., (1935), pp. 137-185. 

Brief, but fairly adeouate write up. Contains ex¬ 
periments to be done and good Questions. 

7ocd ft Carpenter Our Environment 
pp. 45-68. 

Good reviews sad Questions. Better books available. 
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Department of Publio Instruction Courses of stud, 

"l!l! l°h00l.?.e°ft:al Selene—^hitV."7 state of Iowa, (1*50); pp. 54-E6. y 

Paul C. Stetson Conrse of Study in General Sole™. 
Indianapolis PSbllo sohools. IHfes) pp. 

I^P-ho Bulletin of Education. Tentative courses of 
btudy, Boise, Idaho, Idaho State Board of Edu¬ 
cation, (July, 1933) Yol. XIX, No. 1. 
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Unit II:- Fire and Heat 

(1) General Alme:- 

To impart a knowledge and understanding of the 

origin, nature, importance and use of fire and 

heat in our every day life, 

(2) Specific Objectives:- 

1, To realize the place of fire in modern civili¬ 

zation—how early man began to make fire his 

slave and how we are almost completely its 

master today. (Read Science in Our Lives 

pp. 205-277). 

2. To know the essentials for burning. 

a. Oxygen 

b. Combustible material 

o. Kindling temperature. 

5. To recognize heat as a form of energy and to 

appreciate it as the source of most of man’s 

power. The Theory of Heat. 

4. To recognize the sources of heat. 

5. To know the properties of radiant energy. 
i 

(Transmission, reflection and absorption.) 

6. To know the effect of heat on solids, liauids 

and gasses—expansion and contraction. 

7. To understand the principles involved in ther¬ 

mometers and thermostats. 

c. Water a. Mercury 

b. Alcohol d. Air 
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8. To understand the Pahrenh.lt and Centlw.de 

thermometer scale a. 

9. To know the significance of "absolute zero". 

10, To distinguish between heat and temperature. 

11* To understand what is meant by B. T. U. and 

calorie. 

12. To know the principles of 

a. Heat of vaporization 

b. Heat of fusion 

and their uses. 

13. To know how heat is "passed along”. 

a. Conduction 

b. Convection 

c. Radiation 

14. To learn how passage of heat can be controlled. 

a. Insulators, etc. (thermos bottles, 

fireless cookers, etc.) 

16. To know the principle of the ioe refrigerator. 

16. To know the principle of the gas and electric 

refrigerator• 

17. To know the underlying principles of the various 

methods of heating homes. 

a. Fireplace 

B. Hot air 

o. Steam Heating 

d. Electricity 

e. Gas and oil burners. 
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18. To know the use of heat In ventilation. 

19. To understand and define:- 

a. eat b. Thermostat o. Thermometer d. C°- 
o 

y e. Absolute zero f. temperature g. B.T.U. 

h. Calorie i. Heat of vaporization J. Heat 

of fusion k. Volatile 1. Condution m. Con¬ 

vection n. Radiation o. Insulation 

(3) Suggested Pupil Activities 

1. Written report on development of fire and 

fire making. Use of fires up thru the ages 

and methods of making it and putting out. 

2. discuss the essentials for burning. 

3. List sources of heat and evaluate. 

4. Study a burning oandle. Report what happens 

to all parts. Hew products formed? 

5. Report on types of matches and how they work. 

6. Describe the various types of thermometers 

and explain how they work. 

7. Work problems involving the conversion of Fahren¬ 

heit to Centigrade and vice versa. 

8. \-rite a theme on "What Absolute Zero means 

to l-Te". 

9. List examples of heat and of temperature. Formal 

definitions. 

10. Solve problems involving measurement of heat 

(B.T.U.# calorie) 
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11. Report on uses of heat of vaporization and 

heat of fusion prinolples In or near Amherst. 

12. Liat methods of heat passage. Several ex¬ 

amples of each. 

18. Renort types of fire extinguishers. Parts and 

how used. 

14. Report on refrigeration plants in stores and 

homes, 

15. Report on means of hearing homes. 

16. Report on ventilation systems in Amherst. 

(4) Suggested demonstrations;- 

1. Burn a oandle or matohes in a closed box to 

show essentials of burning, 

2. Mbits illuminating gas. 

8. Expt. 69 page 191. Useful Soienoe for H. S. 

4. Demonstrate metal bull and ring. 

6. Demonstrate oompound bars and thermostats. 

6. Construct several thermometers. 

7. Balloon and flash to show effect of heating of 

air. 

8. Demonstrate various kindling temperatures. 

H*uel3# etc. 

9. Demonstrate pasnuge of heat along a metal bar— 

use paraffin, etc. 

10. Show what happens to liquids when they are 

heated. 

11. Show oonveotlon by means of beaker of water and 
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sawdust. 

12. Demonstrate vacuum bottle and fireless 

cooker. 

13. Demonstrate types of matches. 

14. Analyze Bunsen Burner. 

15. Demonstrate heat of vaporization and fusion 

with ether beaker and block experiment. 

16. Demonstrate H S04 UaHC03 fire extinwUshers. 
i- 

17. show effects of C02 on fire. 

18. lake water boil at less than 100°C. 
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(5) Bibliography 

Clement, Coll later, Thurston Our Surrounding 
Syracuse, H.Y., Iroauois PuV. <5ol— 
pp. 81-117. * 

Excellent Summaries and Definitions 

Gruenberg, Unzioker Sclenoe In Our Lives (193fU 
pp. 205-277. (Require pp. 203 and 277-279.) 

Excellent summaries, questions, units, activi¬ 
ties. Very good text. 

Lake, Harley and Belton Exploring The lorld of 
Science, Boston, Silver"liurdett & 6o'.- 
(1934), pp. 336-385. 

Problem units, good exercises for test drills. 

Meister Living In A V.orld of Science - Book I 
Boston, Scribners & Hons, (1935), Heat and 
Health, pp. 1-174. 

Again, a long discussion, but very adequate 
and interesting. Useful in reports. Good 
reviews and tests at end of chapters. 

Catkins, Bedell General Science for Today Mac¬ 
Millan Co., (), pp. 285-329. 

Good organization of basic problems. Ex¬ 
cellent surairaries and suggestions. 

Vieed, Rexford and Carroll Useful Science for High 
School. Chicago, J. C. Win3ton Co., (T.^35), 
pp. 186-224. 

Brief summary of Heat. Experiments and ques¬ 
tions. 

Dept, of Public Instruction Courses of Study of 
High School General Science, Lea :roines, 
fhi'blished by State of Iowa, (1930), pp. 36-41. 

Paul C. Stetson (compiler) Course of Study in 
General Soienoe, Indianapolis Publio Schools, 
(l93k), pp. 37-40. 
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Unit Ills- Sound 

(1) General Aims:- 

1* iraP&rt a knowledge and understanding of the 

basic principles and applications of sound, 

2, To create an interest and an appreciation of 

the influence of sound on man and his daily 

life, 

(2) Specific Objectives:- 

1, To know what sound is—how it is created, 

2, To understand how sound travels 

a. Through air, 

b. Through other matter—hard, dense, and 

soft fibrous, 

c. Relative speeds. Compare light, 

3, To know that sound is reflected, 

a. Applications of this principle. 

4, To know why sounds differ. 

a. Loudness 

b. Pitch 

o. Quality 

5, To know the difference between music and noise. 

a. Harmony 

b. Chords 

o. Overtones 

6, To know the parts of the ear, its care. 

a. How the ear receives sound. 
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7* To know how the voice ie produoed. 

a. To learn how to oare for and cultivate 

the voice* 

8* To know and understand some of the means of 

reproducing: and transmitting sound. 

a. Phonographs and records. 

b. Telephone. 

9. To beoome acquainted with various types of 

musical instruments and to know their under¬ 

lying principles. 

a. Stringed instruments 

b. Wind instruments 

o. Percuosion instruments 

10. To realize how sound enhances our lives. 

(3) Suggested Pupil Activities;- 

1. List several objects which create sound and 

find a common principle exhibited. 

2. Describe an experiment to show the relative 

speeds of sound in various types of matter. 

3. Calculate how far away storms are—knowing 

time of flash and thunder. 

4. Examine some area where echoes are produced. 

5. Write a paper on instruments which use 

principles of sound. 

6. Write a paper on auditoriums and sound diffi¬ 

culties 
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1. ' rite a paper on the "Yoioe and Ear—Its 0ae 

and Cara”. 

8. Examine a Phonograph and a reoord. Report. 

9. Mat several instruments—olaasify and explain 

principle on which they work. 

10. Solve problems involving depth and altitude 

measurement• 

(4) Suggested Demonstrations 

1. Demonstrate the production on sound by vibra¬ 

tions* 

* a. Tuning forks and pitch ball. 

b. Comb and tissue paper. 

c. Stringed instruments. 

2. Show that sound travels thru wood, iron, watea; 

etc. 

3. Show that sound does not travel in vacuum. 

4. Compare echoes to waves of water being reflected 

in a pan. 

5. Determine velocity of sound in air. 

6. Illustrate how loudness, pitch and quality of 

sound can be controlled. 

a. Use sonometer 

b. Violin 

7. Diagram, ear and "voice box". 

8. Demonstrate making of records and use of phono¬ 

graph. 

9. Make a tin-can telephone. 
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10. Demonstrate several whistles. 

11. Demonstrate several musical instruments. 
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(5) Bibliography 

Clement, Collister, Thurston Our Surroundings 
Syracuse, N.Y., Iroquois Pub"' fro.. 719.W 
pp. 170-179. 9 

Short treatise of sound, but includes all 
necessary information. Boat used as outline 
by students. 

Gruenberg, Unzioker Science In Cur Lives 
World Book Co., (T§36), pp. 642-670. 

Good logical development of sound. 

Lake, Harley, and V.olton Exploring the World of 
Science — —— 
Boston, Silver Burdett & Co., (1934), 
pp. 50-67. 

Excellent presentation of 3cund in a very 
understandable way. Slot too elementary nor 
too complex. 

Watkins, Bedell Generel Science for Today 
Maoifillan Co.7TlT3£T“ pp. 4S1-4BT: 

Very good for the connection between electri¬ 
city and sound. 

Weed, Rexford, and Cerroll Useful Science for 
h School 

Chicago, C. Vinston Co., (1935), pp. 226- 
254. 

Good text for ninth srrade science. Good ex¬ 
periments and not too much theory. 

Department of Public Instruction Courses of Study 
of High School General Science 
Lea koines, Ihi'b'Lisfced by State of Iowa, 
pp. 68-71. 
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of_btuay In General delenee~Blolo^v fllwJnMt.. 
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I July, 1^33)t ill, ao. l.( pp• 37-39, 



APPEUEIX III 

The Questionnaire 
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Please indicate with a (✓) in the "Yea" 
whether or not the following atat^Antn M° 00luran 
Head each statement iSSllJ^ ' pinion. 
aay "Yea" you agree with T that when *0VL 
you disagree with the statement. “ Wh<m y°U aay "No" 

Yes No 

1, I liked to study science under the Socialized 
classroom procedure. uzea 
2. I liked both methods eoually well, 

procedure! m°re time 8tu4yln* nnder socialized 

4. I spent leas time studying under the soolalized 
procedure. u 
5. I spent about the sane amount of time studying 
under both. * 

6. "General Science Bees" helped me to learn science 
more easily. mioe 
7. "General Science Bees" helped me to find fun 
in science. 

®* SL8pent m^c51 time binding questions for the Bees. 
9. lhe Questions that I collected were helpful in 
learning Science. 

10. I studied less than usual on nights before we 
have "Science Bees". 

11« It was unpleasant to be called on by surprise* 
12. I liked to surprise my friends by calling on 

them. 
13. It was very helpful to be able to c&ll on another 
pupil when I couldn’t answer some Question. 

14. I tried to think up somo "sticker” questions for 
the smart ones in the class. 

15. I think that the pupils who "pass on" their Ques¬ 
tions to their friends are "buck passers". 

16. It was harder to remember the things we talked 
about in general class discussions than it was to 
remember the things the teacher told us. 

17. The discussions and Bees made it easy for me to 
remember science facts and principles. 

18. I disliked the freauent quizzes. 
19. I often had Questions that the teacher asked on 
quizzes. 

20. I liked to outguess the teacher in making up 
questions. 

21. I didn’t like to have to talk in class dis¬ 
cussions. 

22. The class discussions were dull and boring. 
23. In class disoussions I tried to tell about things 
in General Science that T did myself. 

24. Science was more interesting when the teacher 
lectured or asked Questions than when we had dis¬ 
oussions or "Bees". 

25. I learned many things that I didn’t know from my 
friends during class disoussions. 
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No 

rat!ler haTe the teaoher .xplain all 
the Solenoe principles without haTlnw to take 
part in class discussions* 

2pr o ceduie™° °l88B fr8ed0nl Under the Sool.lle.a 

2to dcdlUik8a teln? fr8a t0 d° Sol9noe I wanted 

^text aeflnlte aaalramenta ln the 

^rioos\nlts?ed 80161108 *y *'rltin* r9™rta 

3h * ?id.m0!9.r'°ut8lde r«adln(r for olaes dieoueelone 
than I aia before we had them. 

32. I would rather study Science by the Socialized 
procedure than by the text book method. 

33. I would like a General Science Bee more than once 
a week. 

34. I found many personal interests by browsing 
around in science books. 

35. I liked to study science under the socialized 
classroom procedure. 

36. It was harder to remember the things we talked 
about in general class discussions than it was to 
remember the things the teacher told us. 

37. In class discussions I tried to tell about things 
in General Science that I did myself. 

38. Science was more interesting when the teacher 
lectured or asked auestion3 than when we had dis¬ 
cussions or "Bees". 

39. The discussions and Bees made it easy for me to 
remember science facts and principles. 

40. vhieh method do you want to study under for the 
rest of the semester? Why? 



APPBffmx IY 

A. Calculations of the Reliability of the "Gruner 
Science Test”. 

B. Sample calculations of Mean, Standard Deviation, 
etc. 
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A. Reliability Calculation:- 

Correlating individual scores on odd Questions 

with their scores on even Questions, 

r = .876 i .023 

using this r in the Suearman Brown Prophecy 

formula, 

rT_ R x r 

^ 2 x .876 
“"T + {fc-l).876 

rx = .936 

The index of reliabi lity^^Jlc^ = ^935 ~ .96 
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B. CALCTJLATK'I! CP THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
HL 0B^AIWEC OH THE "GRUHKR SCIENCE TEST” 
BY GROUP A DURING THE FIRST SECTION OF THE EX¬ 

PERIMENT 

X f a fa fa4' 

66 // 2 6 12 72 

60 /// 3 5 15 75 

55 0 4 0 

50 // 2 2 6 18 

45 / 1 2 2 4 

40 // 2 1 2/37 2/171 

36 ///// 5 0 0 0 

30 /// 3 -1 -3 3 

25 / 1 -2 -2 4 

20 // 2 -3 -6 18 

16 // 2 -4 -e 32 

10 0 -5 0 

5 0 -6 0 

0 / 1 -7 -7/-26 49/106 

I r 24 fa - li fa*r 277 

V(^) i » 37.6 4,11) 5 = M * 39.8 

'■(W- <1$ 5 ■ 16.85 



»6. 

wSKSSaS^ss 
_ . 

X 

80 / 

75 // 
70 // 
88 / 

80 

58 / 
50 / 
45 // 

<£7777 

8 
4E*6+{-^j-} 5 = 43.15 
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Calculation of the Standard Error of tho i'ean: 

s.E.mz M 
W~ 

Oronp A during first cotton of the experiment: 

8.K. 16.8 
m - 

4.9 
- 3.44 

Qroup B during first section of the experiment: 

S.E. 23.1 _ _ 
m ^_ - 4.71 

4.9 

Calculation of the standard error of the difference 

between two means: 

!.E.d-V (3. 44) > (4.71)*= 6.8 

Calculation of tho Critical Batio: 

C.R. Difference between means 

S.E.d 

5.8 
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Frank, J. 0., How go Teaoh Soignna 

Phllaf.lrhTS7T7^HTOmon ft co.. 
<1926). pp. 42*43. * 

suggestions for the beginning Science 
teaoher. Contains frond reference lists 
for reading and apparatus. 

Greene, H. A,, and Jorgensen, A* H. 
Pae nad Interpretation of ?:ohool scores 
Hew York, Longmans Green 4 6o., -" 

fhe a tat if? tj col treatment and analysis of 
scores. The construction of tests'and use 
of marks. 

McCall, '4». A., Measurement 
Sew York, aso^llian & Co., (1939) pp. 527-530. 

A treatise on tests, aarks, and statistics 
in Education. Rather difficult in ports. 

Boll. 7* H., The Teaching of Science in £Leraent»rv 
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Sew York, Longmans, Sreen & Co., (1939). 

An excellent book fbr the beginning science 
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teaoh science?" to "Measurement of schiore- 
aent in aoienoe*. 

Huoh, Floyd L, Psychology and Life 
Chloapo, Sooit, Foresisn and feonpany, (1937) 
pp. 524-596. 

An analysis of learning and contributing 
factors. Sffeot, habits, etc., are discussed. 

HuIon, Phillip J., The Sound Cot ion Picture In 
3olcaoe Teaohinr 
6anbridge, Harvard Oniv. Frees, (1933). 

Struck, Theodore, Creative Teaching 
Hew York, John ; iley and Sons, (1935) 
pp. 152-153. 

A discussion of the lews of learning. 
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o, objective toots ar.tf the etnti stlool trout. 
n«nt o. aoorea stride on then. 

3. 

,ooa. B. D., and Freeman, F. fl.# 
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Boaion, rfoughton, fifflln Co 

Motion Ploturaa 

.. (1929). 

aonographa and Bulletins 

jmrx;: 
Warwick ft Yorlt, Bait 1 raora, 

Bepreeentative drawing wastes tlae and an 
courages h&blts of copying. Analytical 
drawings are best. 

Bail, 

method of reoordlng experiments la of 
little Importance. How well the reoords are 
made is most important. 

Barnard, J. *irrell. An Investigation to Deter- 
wine the Relative l^ifeqtlyepo^ of gwo fSTHode 
of Teaching General £otenoe - 
*• A. Thesis, Colorado State College of Mu- 
cation, Greeley, Colorado, (August, 1935). 

A student-developed study guide has a alight 
advantage over a teaoher-premred study guide. 

Beauchanp, t. L., A Preliminary &xperliaental study 
of Techniques In tke rnatery of BubWaiter 
In l&leLentbry Physical Joi^no^ 
Supplement ary Muoational Monographs, 3o. 24. 
University of Chi aago Press, Chicago, (1923). 
pp. 47-87. 

’’Directed study'’ groups are superior to soml- 
dlreoted groups. 
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Bradbury, 3. 8., A Pupil Initiated course in 

s?i<>D<?Vr6r » -:low - 
Colorado £taie Teachers Colin** 

of Education, (1936). ~ ** 

Freedom methods produoe as wood results r* 
oth« Brthosa thBt „„ l.o, pro^e^lr! 

Cvaninwham, H. A*, 
Tarawa Lecture 
Science"* 

"Individual Laboratory Sork 
Demonstration in Slfrh School 

University of Illioola Bulletin. XTTTT. 
te*: d, pP. i6s.t6r:— 

The "l*oture~d«nonatration" method saves time 
sfftile the "’individual laboratory** nothod 
trains for manlpulation of apparatus for ths 
obtaining of exact results. 

Curtis, F* 1)., Extensive Beading of General sci- 
enoe As a If eon a ai Tncrea aim* Knowledge o?— 
ge?«ntift? >aota an) ^rlnoTTI**- 
Contr1ou11 or»s to Muoation, ti. 163, Teachers 
College, Oolu?abis University, sew York 
(19S4), pp. 50-112* 

Heading in science in important for faotual 
information acquisition* 

Pavia, J. 8., An Experiment in Liberalising In¬ 
struction in Chemistry ~ -- 

Thesi8, ijnireraity of Southern California 
f1936)• 

Freedom methods cause purlla to do acre work 
and allow creator pleasure and satisfaction. 

Hurd, w. A Study of the Bclatlve Talue of 
Topical Teraua the Problem fetHod \n th« Ani_ 
ait ion o# Information on the Subject of w» 
In 'iurh .school -byaice Wit lia IarpTToaTT ona 
sobool of Education Bulletin, XXtfn, t’niver- 
aity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1 laneaota. 
(1925), pp. 3-9. 

The "topic" method la better than the "prob¬ 
lem" method* 
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^aboratory Work -- 

T«S?bii 2? M#A> Thesis* University of 
Indiana, Bloomington, Indiana, (1926). 

"Individual'1 method is best for retention 
purposes, wn 

Singleton, H, C., A Comparison in Changes in 
Pupils* Gh. raster anc! Information Resulting 
7rona_instruction in General Science tv,/ 

118 ihe ?rags°°fei- 
y.A. Thesis, Pennsylvania State College, 

* 1 2 t) } « 

Freedom methods contribute much to pupils 
character and nersonality. 



(2) Articles 

102# . 

BaHew A. K*, "A Comparative Study of the 

?n H?ghTaeoho3ol°2oolc^!0ry BWOlM» 

■ Ira"' mVI- (APril- 192»)‘ 

to&teMt^ d° n0t iinrr07e student response 

^ent, R. K. t ’’Comparative Effectiveness of a 
freedom Method and a Conventional Method 
of Teaching High School General Science", 
^chool Sol enoe andjfit heme ties. XXXVIII, 
(Oct* 1933), pp. 7*73-776. 

Freedom methods are better in that they allow 
more '’intangible” advantages than other 
methods. 

Cooprider, J. L., "Laboratory Methods in High 
School Science". 
School Science and Mathematics. XXIII 
TJune, 1923), pp. 526-530. 

Demonstration work goe3 best with oral in¬ 
structions. Individual work is preferable 
to demonstration. 

Cooprider, J. L., "Teacher vs. Student Demon¬ 
stration in High School Biology". 
School Science and Mathematics. XXVI 
We. 1926), pp': 147-155.- 

Superior students do folly as well as teachers 
in class demonstrations. 

Corbally, J. E., "A Comparison of Teaching Two 
Methods of General Science". 
School Review. 7XXVTII. (Jan. 1930). 
v—ei-M.— 

Neither the "assignment-recitation" plan nor 
the "unit" plan produces better results. 

Cunningham, H. A., "Laboratory Methods in Natural 
Science Teaching" 
School Science and lathematics, XXIV, 
TOii; “TeHTTpp rios-m:— 
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Douglas, H. R., "An Experimental Invent! o-n-H/* 
of the Relative Effectiveness o??wo Plane 
of Supervised Study-. PlanB 
Journal of Eduoattonal ’iesearoh. mil 
iuoxoDer, 16JS6), pp. 639-S4S;— 111 • 

The time of study in relation to reoitation 
makes very little differenoe. 'option 

Dn*1Work Vnnlull^19 

A review of the studies lecture-demonstration 
worfe and laboratory work in sciences. 

Hall W. J., "A Study of Three Methods of Teach¬ 
ing Science ith Classroom Films’*, 
School Science and Mathematics, yyyvt 
TU55: 19te), pp. §66-§VS.-’ ’ 

The "visual" method in which pupils are 
conscious of the teat they are to have is 
the best visual method. 

Hunter, 0. W., "The Oral Method Versus the Lab¬ 
oratory Method**. 
School Science and Mathematics. XXTT 
TTan. U&t), pp. £9-32.- 

The "oral" method is better than the "labora¬ 
tory" method. 

Hunter, 0. W., "An Experiment in the Use of Three 
Different Methods in the Classroom". 
School Science and Mathematics, XXI. 
T^an. l^fei), pp. 875*890. 

The "lecture" method gave better results for 
immediate recall, while the "developmental" 
method was better for retention. 

Johnson, P. 0., "A Comparison of the Lecture Demon¬ 
stration, Group Laboratory Experimentation, 
and Individual Laboratory Experimentation Methods 
of Teaching High School Biology". 
Journal of Educational Research. XVIII. 
T3.pt. i$28)”-pp. 103-111.- 

The "lecture-demonstration" method is as good 
as the "individual laboratory" method. 
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Xiebler, E.- \V., ’’The Individual Laboratory 

Phjsio*"!16 i)emonatration methods of Teaching 

Journal of Education Research. 7TT 
TTaK. 1423), pp. - ’ 

The "lecture-demonstration" method ia as 

laboratory" Zlt&V* »h.-indiriaual 

Mitoh.ll, R. H., "Laboratory Teaohing In <5.ologr". 
boiiool joiance ami :atheaatloa. XXXVIII 
TVot. 1538), pp. vag^TCs:- ’ 

The "individual conference'' method is better 
than tne 'lecture-written response" method. 

“l00r®' 11 "*• 5yi?h0V8e' °* J*. and Curtis, P. D. 
"a Study of tne Relative Effectivenessof 

2wo Methods of Reporting Laboratory Exercises 
in General Science". 
g°ien°e Education. XIII, (:;ay, 1929). 
pp. 224-235. 

A "diagram" method is better than the "con¬ 
vent ional" method in reporting laboratory 
experiments. 

Hash, H. 3., and Phillips, M. J., "A Study of 
the Relative Value of Three Methods of 
Teaching High School Chemistry". 
Journal of Educational Research, tv 
7W, 192*)) —pp, Sn-279.- 

The "demonstration" method is superior to 
other methods. 

Obourn, Ellsworth S., "The Use of the Text Book 
in the Effective Learning of General Science". 
School Science and Mathematics. XXXV. 
Inarch, 1935}, pp.'''286-291. 

Text books can be used to good advantage in 
several ways. 

Robertson, M. L., "A Study of the Relative Effec¬ 
tiveness of Two Methods of Teaching Elementary 
Science". 
Soienoe Education. (Fob. 1932), pp. 182-187. 

The "developmental discussion" method has a 
9light advantage over the "guidance outline" 
method. 
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3o>iOOl Scienoe and :jath<matl a. ttt 
Tlprll. lS-TOTTpp. 4a?-4;r.— 1 

i»?n™^?!Ttrution" method is bast whore 
information is to b© learned. 

-atHns, H. X., "Th. leohnique and Value of 

Osn^rMi ,ts“ohln? ln General Solenoe". 

Jill, pp. ^il-341; i, ppf 848-851,* 
(Ootober, November, 1923 and January, 1924). 

Pupils trained in the "projeot" method do ae 
well ae pupils not so trained. 

V ebb. Chas. £. "The Teaohing of Advanoed Solenoe 
Using the Lemonstration Method. 

TTTu^'l^H "°p .e^/. ‘th emn f'1 n.w ■ 

_fale8 excel females in laboratory work. 
Older pupila do no hotter than younger ones 
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